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   i 
Abstract'
&
The& major& outer& membrane& protein,& MOMP,& is& the& main& protein& in& the& outer&
membrane&of& pathogenic&Campylobacter& bacteria.& Infection&with&Campylobacter& is&











and& virulence.& The&way& in&which& the& individual& proteins& act&with& one& another& and&
with&host&cell&proteins&is&not&fully&understood.&The&polymerase&L&is&the&largest&of&the&
five&proteins&and&has&multiple&functions.&In&this&study,&we&first&divided&the&L&protein&
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synthesis& machineries& from& external& harmful& substances.& The& cell& wall& of& GramP
negative&bacteria&consists&of&two&lipid&bilayers&–&the&outer&membrane&(OM)&and&the&
inner& membrane& (IM),& which& are& separated& by& the& periplamsic& space& containing&
peptidoglycan.&The&outer&leaflet&of&the&OM&is&composed&of&lipopolysaccharides&(LPS),&












strains.2& The& high& electrostatic& potential& of& the& core& and& OPoligosaccharides& is& an&
important&factor&blocking&hydrophobic&molecules&from&penetrating&the&membranes.3&
The&OM& itself,& however,& is& hydrophobic& and& prevents& hydrophilic& substances& from&
entering&the&cell.&The&underlying&peptidoglycan&layer&is&a&mesh&of&interlinked&sugars&
and&amino&acids&and&serves&in&osmotic&pressure&regulation&whilst&stabilising&the&two&
membranes.4,5& Phospholipids& in& the& IM& and& OM& of& GramPnegative& bacteria& are&













by& 31st& August& 2014.& To& give& this& context,& on& 14th&May& 2014,& the& total& number& of&
known& protein& structures& on& PDB& exceeded& 100,000.& (PDB,& http://www.pdb.org).&









IM,& inner& membrane& shows& the& PL,& phospholipid& bilayer;& PP,& periplasm,& contains& the& PG,&
peptidoglycan&layer&–&a&network&of&carbohydrates& interlinked&by&amino&acids;&OM,&outer&membrane&
contains& the& LPS,& lipopolysaccharides,& which& consist& of& lipid& A,& a& core& oligosaccharide& unit& and& OP
antigen.&IMPs,&inner&membrane&proteins&are&typically&αPhelical,&such&as&translocase&SecYE;&an&example&
of&a&periplasmic&protein& is& the&chaperone&Skp;&OMP,&outer&membrane&proteins&are&mostly&βPbarrels&








porins,& which& allow& nonPspecific& influx& of& substrates& and& substrate& specific& porins,&
which& discriminate& substrates& by& size& and/or& charge.& Most& prominent& members&
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among& the& general& porins& of& known& structure& are& the& 16Pstranded& “porins”& from&
Rhodopseudomonas1 blastica& and& Rhodobacter1 capsulatus,& as& well& as& the& porins&
OmpF& and& OmpC& from& E.1 coli,& OmpK36& from& Klebsiella1 pneumoniae.& Trimeric&
substrate&specific&porins&of&known&structure&with&16&βPstrands&in&their&monomer&are&
OprP& from& Pseudomonas1 aeruginosa,& PhoE& from& E.1 coli& and& Omp32& from& Delftia1





Most& porin& channels& are& generally& composed& of& 16P18& βPstrands,& which& are&
assembled&in&antiparallel&orientation&and&connected&by&short&periplasmic&turns&and&
longer& extracellular& loops.&Hydrophobic& amino& acids& are& situated& at& the& outside& of&
the& barrel& and& stabilise& the& barrel& within& the& lipid& environment& through& VanPderP
Waals& forces.& In& particular& a& ring& of& aromatic& amino& acids& at& their& periplasmic& and&
extracellular& interfaces& also& known&as& the& “aromatic& girdles”,& supports& the&barrel’s&











permits& the& regulated& passage& of& hydrophilic& solutes& through& the&OM.& Due& to& the&
large&size&of&their&pore&(short&axis&12.4&Å,&long&axis&12.7&Å;&measured&in&Pymol),&the&




structures& are& known& are& presented& in& Table& 1.1.& This& table& also& shows& that& no&
structure&of&a&porin& from&the&εPproteobacteria& family&has&been&solved&to&date.&The&
table&further&shows&the&sequence&homology&between&the&porins&and&compares&their&











LamB& and& Omp32)& than& others.& From& this& angle& the& measurements& in& Pymol& are&
more&realistic&than&the&pore&sizes&computed&by&MolAxis,&as&a&radius&does&not&give&the&
right& information& for& an& ellipsoid& pore.& The& distances& in& Pymol,& however,& are& only&
absolute&measures&between& two& side& chain& atoms.&Generally,& a& diffusing&molecule&
requires&a&distance&of&at&least&~1.5&Å&to&the&walls&of&the&pore&in&order&to&avoid&steric&
repulsion& and& induce& hydrogen& bond& formation& if& hydrogen& bond& making& and&
breaking& is& a& requirement& for&diffusion.&The&measurements& in&Pymol&are& therefore&
not& definite& either,& but& give& an& idea& of& the& relative& eyelet& sizes.& In& contrast,& the&
algorithm&that&MolAxis&uses&to&generate&a&spacePfill&model&of&a&pore&van&der&Waals&












Eyelet& sizes& were& calculated& in& MolAxis.25& A& centrally& located& sphere& in& the& eyelet& region& was&
calculated&from&coordinates&in&the&PDB&text&file.&All&the&water&molecules,&all&metal&ions&and&substrates&





A& characteristic& of& porins& is& a& loop,&which& bends& into& the& lumen& of& the& barrel& and&
forms&a&constriction&zone.&This& loop& is& referred& to&as& loop&3.21&The& inward&bending&
loop&3& is& conserved& in& all& known&16&and&18Pstranded&porins.& The&outward&bending&
loop& 2,& however,& is& absent& in& monomeric& porins& such& as& OprB.26& The& constriction&
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zone& also& called& “eyelet”& is& the& narrowest& part& of& the& pore.& In& general& porins,&
positively&charged&residues&in&the&eyelet&region&originating&from&the&inner&wall&of&βP
strands&1,&2&and&3&(β2,&β3&and&β4&in&OmpC&in&Figure&1.4),&are&well&conserved,15,22,24&
whereby& the& number& of& opposing& negatively& charged& residues& varies& between&














The& first& and& the& last& βPstrand& that& create& the&barrel& in& a&porin&monomer& typically&







Asp113,&Glu117& and&Asp119)& and&OmpC& (PDB& code:& 2J1N)15& (Lys16,& Asp18,& Asp28,&
















The& eyelet& in& the& homologous& protein& PhoE& (~65%& sequence& identity,& Table& 1.1),&
however,& is& cationic& created& by& the& greater& number& of& the& amino& acids& lysine& and&
arginine& in& comparison& to& aspartates& and& glutamates& (Lys16,& Lys18,& Arg42,& Arg82,&
Lys131& and& Arg132& vs.& Tyr106,& Asp113& and&Glu117),&which&makes& the& porin&more&
selective& for& anionic& compounds.24,30& In& fact,& PhoE& has& shown& to& be& selective& for&
phosphates.30&Other&porins&with&even&stronger&selectivity&for&anions&are&Omp32&from&
D.1acidovorans&and&OprP& from&P.1aeroginosa.31,32&The&crystal&structure&of& the& latter&
protein&revealed&a&9Presidue&arginine& ladder& (Arg34,&Arg59,&Arg60,&Arg133,&Arg218,&












size& of& OprP,& relies& on& the& fact& that& this& bacterium& uses& organic& acids& as& the& sole&
carbon& source.34,35& Since& most& porins& have& only& a& certain& degree& of& substrate&
specificity& due& to& the& size& and& charge& of& the& pore& it& is& sometimes& difficult& to&
distinguish&between&general&and&substrate&specific&porins.&
&
Mutagenesis& studies& in& porins,& in&which& the& amino& acid& composition& of& any& of& the&
residues&in&the&eyelet&region&was&altered,&have&revealed&that&it&is&possible&to&change&




pore& by& deletions& or& tryptophan& mutations,& respectively,& was& that& on& R.1 blastica&
porin&by&Schmid&et1al.& in&1998.38&They&showed&that&deletion&of&the& inward&bending&
loop&3& induced&weakness&of& the&barrel& and&a& reduction&of& trimers& into&monomers,&
arguing& that& loop& 3& also& has& a& structural& role.& A& mutant& with& multiple& bulky&
tryptophans&introduced&to&constrict&the&pore&further&showed&that&it&was&possible&to&
reduce& the& conductivity&measured& in& planar& lipid& bilayers,&which&was& explained& by&
the& narrowed& pore& size.& In& 2000,& Simonet& et1 al.& also& showed& that& E.1 coli& OmpF&
susceptibility& to& the& cephalosporin& antibiotic& cefepime& decreased& or& increased&
according& to& the& amino& acids& substituted.38& Substitution& of& Gly119& on& loop& 3& for&
aspartic& acid& or& glutamic& acid& for& example& decreased& cefepime& susceptibility,&





loop& region.& From& an& evolutionary& point& of& view,& the& extracellular& loops& undergo&
rapid& mutations& to& avoid& recognition& by& antibodies,& phage& (viruses& targeting&
bacteria),&and&bacteriocins&(toxins&released&by&bacteria&to&kill&competing&bacteria,&eg.&
colicins).21&Interestingly,&the&βPbarrel&protein&VDACPI&channels&found&in&mitochondria&
have&much& larger&pore&diameters& (14P27&Å)& than&those&found& in&bacterial&OMs&and&
also&have&an&odd&number&of&βPstrands.42&Nikaido&has&argued&that&the&smaller&eyelet&
in& bacteria& is& necessary& to& prevent& extraPcellular& bactericidal& substances,& such& as&





its& genetic&material& and& either& cause& cell& lysis& or& induce& its&DNA& into& the& bacterial&
genome& for& its& replication.43& In& later& studies,& LamB&was& further& classified&as&an&18P
stranded&trimeric&porin&with&substrate&specificity&for&maltose&and&oligosaccharides.44&
This&specificity&is&established&by&a&pore,&which&first&adjusts&the&spatial&orientation&of&
entering& oligosaccharides& by& interaction& of& polar& amino& acids& with& the& polar&
hydroxides&of&the&sugars&and&then&presents&the&molecules&to&a&string&of&six&aromatic&
residues.& These& residues& (Tyr6,& Tyr41,& Trp74,& Phe227,& Trp358& and& Trp420)& are&
positioned&diagonally&along&the&inner&wall&of&the&barrel.&The&hydrophobic&rings&of&the&
carbohydrates& interact& with& the& aromatic& residues& through& VanPderPWaals& forces&
(Figure& 1.7& A),& whilst& being& guided& towards& the& periplasm& by& the& interaction& of&
hydroxyl& groups& with& polar& amino& acids& side& chains.45& The& only& other& 18Pstranded&
trimeric& porin& of& known& structure& is& the& homologous& sucroporin& ScrY& from& S.1










outward& facing& loop& 2& (L2)& of& an& adjacent& monomer& and& points& into& the& barrel& of& the& depicted&
monomer.& For& visual& clarity& of& the& ladders,& not& the& entire& protein& structures& are& illustrated.& (PDB&
codes:&1MAL&for&LamB&&&1A0S&for&ScrY)44,46&
&
Some& major& porins& are& always& abundant& in& the& OM& of& a& GramPnegative& bacterial&




is& profoundly& reduced& as& a& result& of& a& shallow& concentration& gradient& across& the&
membrane.47& To& ensure& influx& of& these& vital& carbon& sources,& E.1 coli& expresses& a&
further&protein,&LamB,&which&is&specialised&for&sugar&capture,&which&is&efficient&at&low&






Inside& their& hosts,& E.1 coli& are& exposed& to& bile& acids.& To& avoid& destructive& influx& of&
these& acids,& the& expression& of& OmpF& & (the& porin& with& the& slightly& larger& eyelet)& is&
reduced,&while&the&expression&of&osmoporin,&OmpC,&is&stimulated.50,51&This&process&is&





OmpC& from& E.1 coli& are& not& observed.& It& is& believed& that& their& absence& from& P.1
aeruginosa1contributes&to&the&high&resistance&to&antibiotics&as&their&entry&is&impeded&
by& the& smaller& pore& sizes& of& the& presented& substrate& channels.53& Studies& have&
identified&19& substratePspecific& channels& in&P.1aeruginosa,&which&belong& to& the&OM&
carboxylate& channel& family.53&Molecules&entering& through& these& channels& require&a&
carboxyl& group.& These& channels& were& subdivided& into& OccD& and& OccK& channels&
according&to&different&substrate&specificities&with&OccD&proteins&preferring&positively&
charged& amino& acids& and& OccK& channels& favouring& negatively& charged& cyclic&
molecules.& The& passage& of& substrates& through& the& pores& of& these& channels& is&








Porins& are& the& proteins& responsible& for& the& influx& of& nutrients& across& the&
semipermeable& protective& OM,& whereby& passage& also& allows& for& the& diffusion& of&
small& antibiotic& compounds,& such& as& βPlactams,& chloramphenicol,& tetracyclins& and&
fluoroquinolones.21,56,57,58,59& These& are& believed& to& diffuse& through& the& larger& porin&
channels&of&GramPnegative&bacteria& to&gain&entry& to& the& cell.21,60& The& large&general&
porin& channels,& such& as& those& in& OmpF& and& OmpC,& are& still& too& small& for& large&
antibiotics,& such& as& macrolides,& which& are& likely& to& diffuse& slowly& across& the& lipid&
bilayer&of&the&OM.&In&response&to&the&increased&stress&by&exposure&to&antibiotics,&the&
bacterial& cell& triggers& an& intricate& defence&mechanism.& First,& the& expression& of& the&
large&substrate&porin&channels&is&often&reduced&or&even&stopped&entirely&to&minimise&
drug&influx.3&This&phenomenon&was&first&observed&for&OmpF&in&1981,&when&Harder&et1
al.& showed& that& carbenicillinPresistant& strains& lacked&OmpF&porin.61& Simultaneously,&
the&cell&expresses&drug&efflux&pumps,&which&span&across&both&membrane&bilayers&to&
discharge&harmful&compounds.62&The&efflux&pumps&have&shown&to&be&very&effective&
in&discharging& fluoroquinolone&antibiotics&and&have&been&described& in& the&clinically&
significant&bacteria&Campylobacter,&Pseudomonas&and&Salmonella.63,64,65&A&number&of&
bacteria&possess&βPlactamases&or&carbapenemases,&which&destroy&the&βPlactam&ring&
by& hydrolysis.66,67& Since& bacterial& βPlactamases& are& not& always& effective& against&
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different& antibiotics,& it& becomes& vital& for& these& bacteria& to& acquire& antibiotic&
resistance&through&reduced&expression&of&major&porins.68,69&&
&
It& is&known&that&antibiotic& resistance& is&associated&with&a&downregulation&of&porins&
with& analogies& to& the& osmoregulation& process.& In&most& studies,& bacteria& however,&
were&predominantly&cultured&under&laboratory&conditions.&The&effects&of&an&absence&
of&major&porins&would&have&on&a&bacterial&cell’s&fitness&and&pathogenicity&inside&the&
host,& are& less& well& described.& This& is& especially& important& since& the& major& OMP&
constitutes&60%&of&total&proteins&in&the&OM.70&Downregulation&of&such&vital&channels&
may&result&in&a&decrease&in&the&uptake&of&essential&nutrients,&which&may&increase&the&
vulnerability&of& the&bacterium.21&Furthermore,& some&major&OMPs&are&assembled& in&
regular&patterns&within&the&OM&and&absences&might&imply&loss&of&structural&integrity&
in& the& membrane& so& survival& in& a& harsh& environment& becomes& difficult.& Likewise,&
some&studies&have&shown&that&certain&major&porins&from&enteric&bacteria&play&a&role&
in& adhesion& of& the& bacterial& cell& to& host& cell& receptors& during& intestinal&




A& group& of& monomeric& porinPlike& 22Pstranded& βPbarrel& proteins& in& GramPnegative&
bacteria& are& the& TonBPdependent& receptors.73,74& These& OM& receptor& proteins& are&
vital&for&vitaminPB12&and&iron&uptake&via&ironPchelating&compounds,&which&are&called&
siderophores.& The& expression& of& the& proteins& is& regulated& by& the& ferric& uptake&
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regulator& (FUR),& which& is& a& transcription& repressor.75& Tight& regulation& is& necessary&
because&if&the&concentration&of&iron&becomes&excessive&it&can&lead&to&the&presence&of&
harmful& radicals& within& the& cell.76& Several& structures& of& TonBPdependent& receptors&
have& been& described& to& date,& including& FhuA,& FepA,& FecA& or& BtuB.77,78,79,80& The&
structure&of&FhuA& in&complex&with& the&CPterminus&of& the&periplasmic&protein&TonB,&
which& was& solved& by& Pawelek& et1 al.,& is& illustrated& in& Figure& 1.8& and& shows& the&
interaction& of& the& TonB& recognition& motif& in& the& NPterminus& of& the& receptor& and&















of& extensive& research.& Yet& the& exact& mechanism& of& protein& translocation& and&
assembly& is& still& unclear.& It& is& known& that& the&majority& of& proteins& are& transported&
across& the& IM& in& an& unfolded& state& using& the& classic& SEC& secretory& pathway.82& The&
twinParginine& translocase& (TAT),&which& is& another& secretory&pathway,& secretes& fully&







protein& complex.84& SecYEG& in& prokaryotes& is& homologous& to& the& tripartite& Sec61&
complex& in& eukaryotes.& The& structures& of& bacterial& SecA& and& SecYEG&have& recently&
been&solved&by&electron&microscopy&and&XPray&crystallography.84,85&&
&





In&both&pathways& the&proteins& to&be& translocated&are& synthesised&at& the& ribosome&
with& a& unique& NPterminal& amino& acid& sequence,& which& serves& as& a& marker& for&
recognition& by& the& respective& system.88,89& In& GramPnegative& bacteria& this& soPcalled&
“signal&peptide”&or&“leader&sequence”&usually&has&a& length&of&~20&amino&acids.&The&
amino& acid& sequence& varies& in& composition& between& different& proteins,& but& its&
overall& features& remain& the& same.& It& is& composed& of& an& NPterminal& part& with& net&
positive& charge& (amino& acids& 1P5),& a& hydrophobic& core& (amino& acids& 6P15)& and& a&
frequently& conserved& APA& or& APxPA&motif& at& its& CPterminus& (16P20).90,91& In& proteins&
targeting&the&TAT&system,&the&NPterminal&part&of&the&signal&peptide&typically&contains&
an& S/TPRRPxPFLK& motif.89,92& The& two& arginines& in& this& motif,& which& designate& the&
signalled&translocase&as&twin&arginine&translocase&(TAT),&are&absent&in&signal&peptides&
of& proteins& that& are& recognised& by& the& SEC& pathway.& This& feature,& as& well& as& the&
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generally& lower&hydrophobicity&of& the& signal&peptides& compared& to& those& targeting&
the&SEC&translocase,&is&essential&to&prevent&mistargeting&of&the&protein&substrates.93&&
&
In& the& SEC& pathway,& arginine& or& lysine& residues& are& responsible& for& the& positive&
nature& of& the& NPterminal& part& of& the& signal& peptide& and& are& commonly& located& at&
position&+2&and/or&+3.& Translocation& slows&down& if& the&positive& charge& from& these&
amino&acids&is&reduced.94&This&is&consistent&with&the&observation&that&an&increase&in&
positive&charge& leads& to&an& increase& in&binding&of& the&signal&peptide& to& the&ATPase&
SecA,&which& is&the&central&protein& in&the&translocation&pathway.95,96&Key&to&efficient&
translocation,& however,& is& the& hydrophobic& core& part& of& the& signal& peptide.& It& was&









An& important& discovery& in& biochemical& research& was& the& finding& that& the& gene&
encoding&the&native&signal&peptide&of&a&protein&can&be&exchanged&by&a&gene&encoding&
the& signal& peptide& of& another& protein.& As& long& as& the& secretion& system& utilised& is&
consistent,& the& signal& peptide&may& even& originate& from& a& different& organism.& This&









In& the& periplasmic& space,& various& proteins& have& been& identified& as& part& of& a&
chaperone&network&(Skp,&SurA,&DegP&and&FkpA),&which&protects&the&prePprotein&from&
aggregation& during& transport& to& the& βPbarrel& folding& and& assembly& machinery&
(BAM).13,100,101,102&In&E.1coli,&the&BAM&machinery&is&a&multiprotein&complex&(BamA,&B,&
C,&D&and&E),&which&is&located&in&the&OMPperiplasm&interface&and&in&the&OM.103,104&The&
only& BAM& proteins,& which& are& fully& conserved& throughout& GramPnegative& bacteria&
and&which&are&crucially&required&for&assembly&and&folding,&are&the&OM&βPbarrel&BamA&
and& the& periplasmic& protein& BamD.105,106,107& While& the& proteins& in& the& process& of&
folding& and& assembly& have& been& identified,& mechanistic& detail& is& still& unclear.& It& is&
believed&that&BamA&and&BamD&recognise&the&CPterminal&βPstrand&of&the&precursors&of&
βPbarrel& proteins,& in& particular& the& typical& aromatic& phenylalanine& at& the& terminal&
position.108,109&This&phenylalanine,&or&occasionally&a&tryptophan,& is&found&in&βPbarrel&





pylori& (εPproteobacteria)1have&a&CPterminal&domain&quite&different& to& that&of&OMPs&
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from& E.1 coli& (γPproteobacteria)& or& other& strains& outside& the& εPproteobacteria.110&
Further,& it& was& found& that& expression& of& OMPs& from&H.1 pylori& in& E.1 coli& was& only&
tolerable& by& the& cells& if& the& proteins&were& expressed& in& the& cytoplasm.& Expression&
became&toxic&to&the&cells&if&the&OMPs&were&secreted&into&periplasmic&space.&Deletion&
of& the& CPterminal& domain& of&H.1 pylori& OMPs&was& beneficial& to& E.1 coli1 cell& survival,&
which& highlights& the& importance& of& this& region.111& Whether& faulty& expression& is&
caused&by&poor&recognition&of&the&CPterminal&βPstrand&by&the&BAM&machinery&and&a&
consequential&aggregation&of&unfolded&or&misfolded&proteins,110,111&or&whether& it& is&














BAM& complex& formation.115& The& crystal& structures& of& BamA& from& Heamophilus1
ducreyi& and&Neisseria1 gonnorrhoeae& further& indicate& that& the&POTRA&domains&may&
mediate&OMP&substrate&insertion&into&the&pore&of&BamA&via&a&gating&mechanism&of&
POTRA&domain&5&with&an&open&or&closed&state&(Figure&1.9&A&and&B).113&Release&of&βP





the&OM,& but&may& be&more& specialised& to& the& insertion& of& autotransporters.116& The&
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A& very& large& protein& family& in& pathogenic& GramPnegative& bacteria& is& formed& by&
autotransporter& proteins.& These& OMPs& are& not& involved& in& the& influx& of& ions& or&
molecules.& Instead,&these&proteins&act&as&proteases,&adhesins&or&cytotoxins.118,119,120&
Autotransporters&typically&have&three&domains:& (1)&an&NPterminal&signal&peptide&for&
SECPdependent& translocation& across& the& IM,& (2)& the& functional& passenger& domain,&




passenger& domain& is& a& long& βPhelix,& as& is& the& case& in& the& Bordetella1 pertussis&
pertactin,& a& protein& involved& in& the& adhesion& to& epithelial& cells& (Figure& 1.11& A).120&
Pertactin& is& currently& used& as& an& antigenic& vaccine& component& to& treat& whooping&
cough.& The& structure& of& the& βPbarrel& domain& P30& of& pertactin& has& not& yet& been&
solved.&EstA& is&a&protein& from&P.1aeruginosa,1which& is& involved& in&biofilm&formation&
and&carries&a&passenger&domain,&which&does&not&consist&of&a&βPhelix,&but&of&αPhelices&














This& chapter& aimed& to& create& a& picture& of& the&OM& of& GramPnegative& bacteria& as& a&
semiPpermeable& barrier,& which& contains& mostly& βPbarrel& shaped& OMPs& that& can&
execute& different& functions& ranging& from& nutrient& uptake& (porins)& or& iron& uptake&
(siderophore& receptors)& to& cell& adhesion& (e.g.& autotransporters)& or& cell& wall&
biosynthesis&(BamA).&&
&
Due& to& the& increasing& emergence& of& resistances& to& common& antibiotics,& current&
research& is&eager&to&understand&how&these&resistances&occur&and&how&therapeutics&
of& tomorrow&could& circumvent& this& dilemma.&Unquestionably,& this& research&area& is&
very&broad&as&various&changes&in&the&bacterial&cell&could&lead&to&its&apoptosis.&As&for&
example,&inhibition&of&proteins&involved&in&the&cell&wall&biosynthesis&could&lead&to&a&
loss& of& protection& through& the& OM.& Likewise,& the& inhibition& of& the& bacterial’s&
adhesion& to& host& cells& or& the& inhibition& of& siderophore& receptors& are& of& current&










a& porin’s& pore& size& and& charge& is& necessary.& The& structural& knowledge&would& then&
allow& for& a& rationale& design& of& new& antibacterial& compounds.& Different& GramP
negative& bacteria,& however,& can& have& major& porins& with& variable& pore& sizes& and&




of& known& structure& and& some& of& which& are& close& homologues& by& sequence& and&
structure& (eg.& OmpC,& OmpF,& PhoE& and& OmpK36).& The& εPproteobacteria,& however,&
lack& attention& by& the& scientific& community& although& the& Campylobacter& and&
Helicobacter1within&this&class&are&clinically&significant&and&show&a&dramatic&increase&in&

















































Campylobacterales,& which& also& contains& another& human& pathogen& –& H.1 pylori.&
Campylobacter& are& microaerophilic,& capnophilic,& thermophilic& and& fastidious&
organisms,&which&means&that&that&they&require&an&environment&with&low&oxygen&(3P
15%),&but&elevated& carbon&dioxide& concentrations& (3P5%),&warm& temperatures& (34P
44°C)& and&a& complex& set&of&nutritients.126,127,128& These& criteria&are&matched& in& their&
natural&host&–&birds,&which&have&body&temperatures&of&42°C.&Campylobacter&are&also&







via& a& propelling& mechanism.130,131,132,133& This& invasive& process,& toxin& release& and& a&
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response& to& the& OM& lipopolysaccharides& are& considered& the& major& causes& of&
inflammation& and& an& immune& response.134& Typically,& symptoms& of&
campylobacteriosis&occur&up&to&48&hours&after&infection,&last&between&2&and&10&days,&
and&are&characterised&by&severe&and&frequently&bloody&diarrhoeas,&abdominal&pains,&
cramps&and& fever.&Generally,&patients& fully& recover& from& infection&as& the&disease& is&
selfPlimited,& but& fatalities& are& common& among& newPborns,& the& elderly& and& the&
immunePcompromised&or& among&patients& to&whom& sources& for& rehydration&during&
illness& are& inaccessible.& In& developing& countries,& diarrheal& diseases& –& to& which&
campylobacteriosis&is&a&major&contributor&–&are&responsible&for&11%&of&all&deaths&for&
children& under& the& age& of& 5.135& Completely& untreated& campylobacteriosis&may& also&
result& in&recurring&symptoms,&the&onset&of&the&irritable&bowel&syndrome&(IBS)&or,& in&
the& worst& cases,& in& neuropathic& disorders,& specifically& the& GuillanPBarré& and& the&
MillerPFisher& syndromes.136,137& The& GuillianPBarré& syndrome& is& in& fact& the& primary&





overuse,& which& puts& at& risk& both& human& and& bird.138& Comprehension& of& the&






The& history& of& drug& resistant& Campylobacter& strains& dates& back& to& 1987,& when&
scientists& in& The& Netherlands& introduced& antibiotic& treatment& of& poultry& with& the&
fluoroquinolone& “enrofloxacin”& to& promote& the& chickens’& health& and& growth.& Since&
then,& fluoroquinolone& resistance& of&Campylobacter& isolates& from& chicken& has& risen&
steadily,& which& has& been& linked& to& the& overuse& of& antibiotics.139,140& By& 2003,&
approximately& 35%& of& raw&meat&Campylobacter1 isolates& showed& resistance& to& the&
related& fluoroquinolone& ciprofloxacin& and& in& 85%& of& isolates& to& tetracycline.141&
Although& some& governments& never& permitted& or& have& stopped& the& usage& of&
fluoroquinolones& for&veterinary&purposes,& resistance&continues& to& increase.&Further&
resistance& occurs& against& most& βPlactams,& cephalosporins& and& most& recently& also&
against& the& currently& recommended& treatment& –& macrolides,142,143& which& do& not&
diffuse&via&porins,&but&across&the&membrane&using&the&hydrophobic&pathway.144,145&A&
Finnish& study& in& 2010& reported& that& macrolide& resistance& in1 Campylobacter& is& still&
low,& but& strains& that& exhibited& macrolide& resistance& were& also& multiPresistant& and&
only&susceptible&to&some&carbapenems&and&tigecyclin.146&
&
Strategies& that& Campylobacter& exploits& to& develop& antibiotic& resistance& were&
reviewed&by&Aarestrup&et&al.147&Yet&structural&detail,&which&might&help&to&clarify&the&
exact&mechanism& of& resistance,& is& still& missing.& In& drug& resistant& E.1 coli& strains,& an&
intrinsic& defence&mechanism& has& been&well& characterised,& in&which& the&major& OM&
porins& are& down& regulated& during& antibiotic& exposure& to& prevent& antibiotic& influx,&
whereby&drug&efflux&proteins&are&upregulated&(section&1.1.5).&In&drug&influx&screening&











The& expression& of& a& 43P45& kDa& highly& conserved& major& OMP& in& different&
Campylobacter1strains&was&first&described&in&1983,&when&OM&fractions&were&analysed&
by&SDS&PAGE.&150&Soon&after,&it&was&demonstrated&by&immunoblotting&against&sera&of&
infected& and& uninfected& humans,& mice& and& rabbits& that& Campylobacter& MOMP&
caused& an& immune& response& by& generated& antibodies.133,151,152& This& antigenicity& is&
particularly& interesting,& since&Campylobacter& LPS& is&highly&diverse&with&smooth&and&
rough&OPantigen&phenotypes,&so&a&broad&protection&vaccine&based&on&LPS&would&be&
















in& single& channel& conductance&experiments& in&black& lipid&bilayers,&which& led& to& the&
OMP& being& classified& as& a& porin.60& While& not& much& is& known& about& its& substrate&
specificity,& initial& experiments& suggested& a& pore& diameter& of& 9.2P9.8& Å& and& a&
preference& for&cations.60,160& It& is&unclear,&however,&whether&MOMP& is& inserted&as&a&
monoP&or&oligomer& into& the&bilayer,&which&suggests& that&measurements&have&to&be&
assessed& with& caution.& At& the& time,& it& was& also& assumed& that& the& trimeric& porins&
merge&into&a&single&channel&towards&their&periplasmic&site.161&This&idea&was&rejected&
in& later& experiments& when& the& first& crystal& structures& of& trimeric& porins& were&




by& overlapping& peptides.162& The& genome& of& C.1 jejuni& was& sequenced& three& years&
later.163&The&first&structure&predictions&by&Labesse&et1al.&suggested&that&MOMP&is&an&
18Pstranded&βPbarrel&protein&and&proposed&that&MOMP&belonged&to&the&maltoporin&
superfamily,& which& includes& the& glycoporins& LamB& and& ScrY.164& The& same& research&
group& also& analysed& the& stability& of& MOMP& in& SDS& and& noticed& that& different&
concentrations& of& SDS& provoked& different& behaviours& of& the& protein& in& circular&
dichroism& experiments.165& They& showed& that& the& trimer& was& stable& at& room&
temperature& in& 0.01%& SDS& (w/v),& but& disassembled& into& monomers& at& an& SDS&
concentration&of&0.1%&(w/v).&They&further&noted&that&the&pore&in&the&monomer&was&
still&active&with&a&signal&conductance&of&400&pS& (1200&pS& for& the&trimer)&and&the&βP
sheet& content& was& preserved.& Protein& unfolding& and& loss& of& activity& was& only&
achieved& by& heat& denaturing& at& 95°C.166& A& dissociation& of& porin& trimers& into&
monomers&has&also&been&reported&for&OprD&from&P.1aeruginosa,&which&crystallised&as&
a& monomer.167& In1 vivo,& however,& MOMP& is& expected& to& be& a& trimer.& Electron&
microscopy&of&C.1 jejuni1revealed&that&the&protein&forms&a&regular&pattern&of&trimers&
within& the&OM,&which&were& thought& to&be&essential& for& the&membrane’s& structural&












MOMP&from&Campylobacter&has&been&studied& for&over&30&years.& It& is&a&particularly&
interesting& protein& due& to& the& significance& of& its& numerous& functions& and& the&
importance&of& the&pathogen.&Predictions&of& the& threePdimensional& structure&of& the&




the& protein& natively& in&Campylobacter& or& as& recombinant& protein& carrying& a& signal&
peptide& in& E.1 coli.& The& fact& that& MOMP& is& a& membrane& protein& presents& further&
challenges&during&extraction,&purification&and&crystallisation.&&
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recommended& buffer& (Buffer& E,& Promega)& for& 3& hours& at& 37°C.& Samples& of& the&
digested& plasmids& were& applied& to& a& 1%& agarose& (SigmaPAldrich)& horizontal& gel&
containing&nonPtoxic&DNA&gel&stain&(SYBR&Safe,&Life&Technologies)&for&visualisation&of&
the&cut&gene&under&UV&light.&DNA&bands&running&at&the&expected&size&were&excised&
under& UV& light,& extracted& with& a& commercially& available& DNA& gel& extraction& kit&
(Qiagen)& and& ligated& into& expression& plasmids& with& T4& ligase& (Promega)& at& room&
temperature&overnight.&&
&
Initially,& genes& were& cloned& into& pEPELBHISTEV& (courtesy& of& Dr.& Huanting& Liu,&
University& of& St& Andrews)& and& pET20b(+)(Novagen)& (Appendix& 2PA).& Both& plasmids&
carry& a& PelB& signal& peptide&prior& to& the&multiple& cloning& sites.& Correct& clones&were&
transformed& and& overexpressed& in& C41(DE3),& C43(DE3),& LEMO21(DE3)& and& ΔOMP8&
cells.169,170& Since&MOMP&was& unable& to& be& extracted& from& the& isolated&OM,& it&was&
expected& that& faulty& protein& translocation& was& responsible.& For& this& reason,& three&
further& plasmids& containing& a& nucleotide& sequence& that& encodes& an& E.1 coli& TamA&
signal&peptide&were&generated.&Eventually,&momp&or&other&genes&of&interest&could&be&












PTAMAHISTEV,& which& encodes& a& TEV& cleavable& NPterminal& heptahistidine& tag&
following& the& TamA& leader& sequence,& was& based& on& pEPELBHISTEV.& SitePdirected&
insertion& was& employed& to& exchange& the& PelB& signal& peptide& with& a& TamA& signal&
peptide& based& on& a& protocol& by& Liu& et1 al.171& The& strategy& for& insertion& PCR& with&













3’& ends& are& the& nonPoverlapping& regions& of& the& primer& pair,& which& anneal& to& the& pEPELBHISTEV&
plasmid&during&PCR&amplification&cycles.&
&
First& the& forward& and& the& reverse& primer& were& diluted& with& dH2O& to& a& working&





the& PCR& reaction&was& complete,& the& PCR& product&was& incubated&with& the& enzyme&
Dpn1&(Promega)&at&37°C&overnight&to&digest&the&plasmid&template.&PCR&efficiency&was&
tested& after& Dpn1& digestion& by& analysis& of& 5& μl& on& a& 1%& agarose& gel.& The& Dpn1&
digested& PCR& product& was& precipitated& with& isopropanol& and& ethanol& and&











In& order& to& insert& the& gene& encoding& the& TamA& signal& peptide,& two& long&
complementary&oligonucleotides&(Invitrogen)&were&designed&with&a&BspHI&restriction&
site&at&the&5’&end&and&an&NcoI&restriction&site&at&the&3’&end&for&the&forward&primer&and&
the& reverse& for& the& reverse& primer& (Appendix& 2PB).& Since& BspHI& and& NcoI& have&
compatible& ends,& the& plasmid& only& needs& to& be& cut& with&NcoI& before& ligating& the&
annealed& and& digested& insert.& The& oligonucleotides& (in& dH2O)& were& first& mixed,&
heated& to& 98°C& and& gradually& cooled& down& to& room& temperature& overnight& to&
generate& a& double& stranded& DNA& fragment.& The& reaction& volume& of& annealed&
oligonucleotides&was&reduced&to&50&μl&by&elution&of&the&captured&DNA&from&a&Qiagen&
gel&extraction&column&according&to&the&manufacturer’s&guidelines&for&PCR&purification&
(Qiagen).& PEBSRCHIS10TEV& was& digested& only& with&NcoI& in& Buffer& D& at& 37°C& for& 3&
hours& and& an& additional& 1& hour& in& the& presence& of& SAP& (all& Promega).& The&
oligonucleotides& were& digested& with& BspH1& and&NcoI& in& CutSmart& buffer& (all& New&
England&Biolabs,&UK)&and&ligated&into&the&cut&plasmid&at&room&temperature&overnight&
using&T4&ligase&with&T4&ligase&buffer&(Promega).&Ligation&products&were&transformed&






based& on& pET20b(+).& The& plasmid& was& constructed& following& the& overall& protocol&
used&for&the&generation&of&pTAMACTEVHIS10,&whereby&the&plasmid&and&insert&were&
both&cut&with&the&restriction&enzymes&NdeI&and&NcoI&and&purified&by&gel&extraction&







Prior& to& insertion&of&momp& into&pTAMA&plasmids,& the&plasmids&were&digested&with&
NcoI&and&HindIII&for&3&hours&at&37°C&and&an&additional&1&hour&at&37°C&in&the&presence&
of&SAP&to&prevent&plasmid&selfPligation.&Next,&cut&momp1and&the&open&plasmids&were&
ligated& at& room& temperature& overnight& using& T4& DNA& ligase& in& a& 3:1,& 1:1& and& 1:3&
plasmid& to& insert& ratio,& transformed& into& TAM1& competent& cells& and& spread& on& LB&
agar&plates&containing&ampicillin& (100&μg&mlP1).&Resulting&colonies&were&propagated&
individually& at& 37°C& overnight& in& 10& ml& LB& containing& ampicillin& (100& μg& mlP1).&
Amplified& plasmids& were& retained& using& a& “Miniprep”& kit& according& to& the&






momp& insertion&was& analysed&by&DNA& sequencing& (GATC)& to& ensure& that& the& gene&
was& in& frame.& Correct& pTAMA& plasmids& containing&momp& were& then& transformed&
into&C41(DE3)&and&C43(DE3)&competent&cells&(5&μl&plasmid&+&95&μl&competent&cells).&







volume& of& 10& L.& The& two& other& constructs&were& not& assayed& further& in& largePscale&
experiments& due& to& time& constraints.& First,& a& startPup& culture& (250& ml)& containing&











For&cell& lysis,& the&bacterial&cell&pellet& (50&g&wet&cell&paste)&was& first& resuspended& in&
300&ml&of&Buffer&A&(Compositions&of&all&buffers&in&this&thesis&are&listed&in&Appendix&2P
D)&supplemented&with&6&EDTAPfree&protease&inhibitor&cocktail&tablets&(Roche),&1&mg&
mlP1& lysozyme& and& DNAse& (both& Sigma)& and& stirred& until& the& sample& was&
homogenous.& Cells& were& lysed& by& two& passes& through& a& cell& disruptor& (Constant&
Systems& Ltd.)& at& 30& kpsi.& Cell& debris& was& pelleted& by& centrifugation& at& 40,000& x& g&
(Rotor&type:&JA25.50,&Beckman&Coulter).&The&cleared&lysate&containing&the&insoluble&












was& then&cycled&over&30&ml&nickel&nitriloacetic&acid& resin& (NiPNTA)&at&4°C&overnight&
using& a& peristaltic& pump& set& to& a& flow& rate& of& 2.5&ml& per& minute.& NonPspecifically&
bound& proteins& were& removed& by& washing& with& 500& ml& of& Buffer& C.& DetergentP
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solubilised& MOMP& was& eluted& from& NiPNTA& with& 45& ml& of& Buffer& D.& The& elution&
fraction&was&concentrated&using&a&centrifugal&concentrator&(Vivaspin,&GE&Healthcare)&
with& a& 100& kDa& molecular& weight& cutPoff& (MWCO)& at& 4°C& and& 1500& RPM& (Sorvall&
Legend&RT&Plus& centrifuge)&with& intermittent& resuspension&until& a& volume&of&15&ml&
was& reached.&Next,& the&MOMP&extraction&was& dialysed& against& 500&ml& of& Buffer& E&







flowPthrough,& which& contained&MOMP& of& high& purity,& was& concentrated& to& a& final&
volume& of& 5& ml,& filtered& again& and& further& purified& using& a& gel& filtration& column&
(HiLoad& 16/60& Superdex& 200& pg,& GE& Healthcare)& on& a& protein& purification& system&
(Äkta& Xpress,& GE& Healthcare).& In& this& final& purification& step,& proteins& elute& from& a&
chromatography&column&according&to&their&size.&Large&proteins,&which&cannot&enter&
the& pores& of& the& macroscopic& beads& and& elute& first& while& small& proteins& can&
penetrate&the&pores&are&slowed&down&and&elute&later.&
&
During& gel& filtration,& the& buffer& was& exchanged& for& Buffer& F,& which& contains& the&
detergent& tetraethylene& glycol& monooctyl& ether,& also& known& as& C8E4,& at& a& final&
concentration&of&0.45%&(w/v).&Throughout&gel&filtration,&the&efluate’s&UV&absorbance&
was&measured&and& recorded&at&280&nm& (A280).&Elution& fractions&were&analysed&by&
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SDS& PAGE& with& respect& to& peaks& in& the& chromatogram& and& the& purest& MOMP&
fractions&pooled.&At&all&stages&during&extraction&and&purification,&protein&purity&was&
checked& on& precast& SDSPPAGE& (NuPAGE,& Invitrogen,& UK).& Protein& identity& was&







Initially,& MOMP& was& extracted& with& zwitterionic& detergents& SB3.14& or& LDAO& and&
removal& of& the& heptahistidine& tag& by& TEV& cleavage& was& done& using& the& same&
detergents.& This& was& largely& unsuccessful.& To& investigate& the& effect& of& different&
detergents& on& TEV& cleavage,& six& commonly& used& detergents& were& tested.& In& this&
experiment,&50&μl&of&MOMP&(8&mg&mlP1)&in&0.05%&(w/v)&SB3.14&was&mixed&with&450&μl&
of& Buffer& E& complemented& with& a& selected& detergent& at& twice& its& critical& micelle&
concentration& (CMC& =& the&minimal& concentration& required& to& induce&micellisation)&
and& dialysed& against& 14& ml& of& Buffer& E& containing& that& detergent.& TEV& protease&
activity&was& tested&during&dialysis& in&at&5:1&and&10:1&MOMP&to&TEV& ratios&and&was&










buffer& containing& 20& mM& imidazole& and& eluted& with& buffer& containing& 250& mM&
imidazole.& FlowPthrough,&wash&and&elution& fractions&were& collected& separately& and&







Eppendorf).& Initial& screens& were& set& up& with& a& Gryphon& crystallisation& robot& (Art&
Robbins&Instruments)&with&70&μl&reservoir&volumes&and&drop&volumes&of&150&nl&+&150&
nl&protein&and&reservoir&solution&and&300&nl&+&150&nl&protein&and&reservoir&solution&
with& the&commercial&96Pcondition&screens&MemGold& I,&MemGold& II& (both&Hampton&
Research,& USA)& and& Wizard& I&II& (Jena& Bioscience,& Germany).& The& crystallisation&









Hits& from& initial& crystallisation& screens&were& evaluated&by& eye,& and& conditions& that&
showed& the& largest& crystals& with& sharp& edges& were& further& optimised& using& the&
hanging&drop&vapour&diffusion&technique.&In&a&24Pwell&format,&buffer&pH,&precipitant&
concentration,& and& the&protein& to&precipitant& ratio& in& the&droplets&were& subject& to&
change&(Table&2.3).&The&reservoir&solution& in&the&hanging&drop&experiment&was&500&
μl.& Two& droplets& were& placed& per& cover& plate.& The& first& droplet& contained& 1& μl& of&
protein& and& 1& μl& of& reservoir& solution& and& the& second& droplet& contained& 2& μl& of&
protein&and&1&μl&of&reservoir&solution.&For&verification&of&MOMP&crystals,&crystals&that&
were& large& enough& to& pick& were& washed& sequentially& in& two& different& drops& of&
reservoir& solution& and& suspended& in& a& third& drop.& Each& drop& was& analysed& in&











SeMet& MOMP& was& expressed& from& a& nonPmethionine& auxotrophic& strain& using& a&
method& adapted& from& Van& Duyne& et1 al.1721 A& start& up& culture& of&
MOMP/pTAMAHISTEV/C43(DE3)& was& grown& overnight& as& described& earlier.&
Concurrently,&51&g&of&nutrient&mix&(Molecular&Dimensions)&were&dissolved&in&500&ml&
dH2O&with& stirring& at& 4°C& overnight.& 500&ml& of& start& up& culture&were& harvested& by&
centrifugation&in&50&ml&batches&in&nonPskirted&tubes&(Corning,&USA)&at&2500&RPM&and&
20°C& for& 15& minutes& (Sorvall& Legend& RT& centrifuge).& Each& pellet& was& resuspended&
with&25&ml&M9&base&medium&(Appendix&2PF),&centrifuged&and&resupspended&in&base&
medium&again.&After& that,& the&nutrient&mix&was&passed& through&a& sterile& filter&unit&
and& added& (50&ml)& along&with& the& resupsended& cell& pellet& (25&ml)& to& 1& L& of& SeMet&
base&medium&(x&10)&containing&ampicillin&(100&μg&mP1).&Cells&were&grown&at&37°C,&200&
RPM&until& an&OD600& reading& of& 0.5P0.6&was& observed.& At& this& point,& an& amino& acid&
inhibitor& solution& (10& ml)& containing& LPselenomethionine& was& added.& The& solution&




dH2O.& The& solution& was& then& filtered& and& supplemented& with& LPselenomethionine&
(0.5&g).& The& culture&was& induced&after&an&additional&15&minutes&of& incubation&with&
IPTG&(0.4&mM)&and&continued&to&grow&at&25°C&overnight.&&&
&
Purification& followed& the& same& protocol& used& for& native&MOMP,& except& all& buffers&
were& supplemented& with& 4& mM& βPmercaptoethanol& (BME)& during& extraction& and&
affinity& chromatography,& and& 2& mM& dithiothreitol& (DTT)& during& gel& filtration& and&





the& ESRF& synchrotron& in& Grenoble,& France.& Details& of& data& collection,& a& diffraction&
pattern& of&MOMP& and& the& XPray& fluorescence& energy& scan& at& the& SePK& absorption&











The& SeMet& crystal& structure& of& MOMP& was& solved& by& the& single& wavelength&
anomalous& dispersion&method& (SAD)& at& 3.0& Å& resolution&with& Phenix& AutoSolve.174&
The& software& successfully& located& two& selenium& sites,& which& correspond& to& the&
selenoPmethionines&at&position&3&and&131&in&the&protein.&An&initial&model&was&fitted&







as&a& search&model& for&molecular& replacement&by&Phenix&PhaserMR177& for& the&2.1&Å&






a& nearly& complete& structure& of&MOMP&when& solvent& fitting&was& unselected&with& a&
continual&decrease& in&RPfactors.& The& final&model&only& lacked& the&NP& and&CPterminal&
residues& and&misfitted& a& few& loops.& The& structure&model&was& completed&manually&




Following& the& identification& of& a& metal& ion& in& the& structure& of& MOMP,& a& circular&
dichroism&experiment&was&implemented&to&investigate&the&effect&of&the&metal&ion&on&
the&protein’s&structural& integrity.& If& the&metal& ion&were& indeed& involved& in&the&total&
stability&of&the&βPbarrel,&removal&of&the&metal&ion&by&the&metal&chelator&EDTA&would&







8.0,& 50& mM& sodium& fluoride& and& C8E4& detergent.& One& sample& was& further&































These& three& plasmids&were& successfully& generated& as& empty& plasmids.& The& pTAMA&
plasmids&were&based&on&a&plasmid&design&by&Professor&Van&den&Berg,&University&of&
Newcastle,&who&has&used& this& signal&peptide& for& the&expression&and&purification&of&
the& OccD& and& OccK& protein& channels& from& P.1 aeruginosa.26& In& contrast& to& the&
commonly& used& PelB& signal& peptide,&which& usually& ends& at& amino& acid& position& +1&
after& the& predicted& cleavage& site,& the& new& TamA& signal& peptide& extends& with& the&
amino& acid& sequence&of& the& TamA&protein& up& to& position& +6&with& the& amino& acids&
ANVRLQ& (Figure&2.3).&Once& the&OMP&passes& through& the&SEC& system,& it& is& believed&
that& this& extension& renders& a& more& natural& signal& peptide& cleavage& site& so& that&
cleavage& by& signal& peptidases& is& facilitated.& The& maps& of& the& new& plasmids&




















After& MOMP& was& cloned& into& all& new& plasmids,& MOMP& was& expressed& from&
pTAMAHISTEV&and& initially&extracted& in& twoPsteps&with& the& solubilisation&of& the& IM&










similar& ratio,& but& to& a& lesser& extent.& Lane& (3)& shows& MOMP,& but& mostly& OmpF& in& the& 1%& SB3.14P
solubilised&OM&fraction.& Lane& (4)& shows& the&majority&of&MOMP& in& the&SDS&control&extraction&of& the&
unextracted&OM&material.&
&
At& this&point& it& seemed& that& suitable&expression&and&extraction&of&MOMP& in&E.1 coli&
was&unachievable&as&consistent&with&statements&by&collaborators&Pagès,&J.PM.&et1al.,&










protein&was& further&purified&with&nickel& affinity& chromatography& in& a&buffer&with&a&
reduced& detergent& concentration& (0.05%& (w/v)& SB3.14).& However,& cleavage& of& the&
heptahistidine&tag&with&TEV&protease&failed.&To&explore&whether&the&detergents&had&
an&influence&on&TEV&cleavage&of&MOMP,&TEV&cleavage&in&six&batches&of&Buffer&E,&each&






TEV& cleaved& MOMP& cannot& bind& to& NiPNTA& and& flows& through& the& column.& Uncleaved& MOMP&





The& detergent& Elugent™& (Figure& 2.10&A& and&B,& lanes& 3& and& 4),&which& proved& to& be&



























dependent&on& the&amount&of&wet&cell&paste&and& less&on& IPTG&concentration&or& the&
incubation& temperature& after& induction.& The& protein& yield& was& significantly& lower&
(only& 0.2& mg& of& pure& protein& per& litre& of& culture)& when&MOMP& was& expressed& in&





(A)& shows& the& mass& shift& between& native& MOMP& and& MOMPSeMet& for& the& peptide& containing&
methionine&at&position&3&of&the&protein.&(B)&shows&the&mass&shift&in&the&peptide&containing&the&second&


















The& evaluation& of& this& comparison& revealed& that& C.1 jejuni& MOMP& expressed& and&
extracted&from&E.1coli1is&possibly&a&trimer&in1vitro,&when&purified&under&the&conditions&
described.& The& majority& of& MOMP& elutes& at& the& same& time& as& bovine& γPglobulin,&
which&has&a&molecular&mass&of&158&kDa.&The&molecular&mass&of&MOMP&is&44&kDa.&A&
MOMP&trimer&therefore&has&a&calculated&size&of&132&kDa.&The&differences&in&observed&
and& calculated& size& for& detergent& extracted&membrane& proteins& are& caused& by& the&
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detergent& mix.& Elugent™,& however,& has& an& unreported& micelle& size.& Possibly& its&
micelle& size& compares& to& that& formed& by& βPOG.& BPOG& is& another& octyl& glucoside&




out& gel& filtration& in& Elugent™&without&having& the&detergent& exchanged& to&C8E4& and&
superimposing&the&elution&profiles&could&reveal&if&the&shoulder&in&fact&corresponds&to&




First& crystals& of& uncleaved&MOMP& appeared& after& the& protein& was& extracted& with&
SB3.14& and& purified& and& concentrated& to& a& concentration& of& 10& mg& mlP1& in& the&
presence&of&LDAO.&These&crystals&were&of&very&poor&visual&quality&and&appeared& in&
condition&25&of&the&MemGoldP2&screen&only,&which&contains&30%&PEG&2000&MME,&75&
mM& MgCl2& and& 0.1& sodium& cacodylate& pH& 6.5.& MOMP& crystallised& in& multiple&









(A)&A& crystal& of&MOMP&was&washed& in& reservoir& solution& to& remove&unPcrystallised&protein& in& three&
consecutive&steps&(lanes&1,&2&and&3).&While&there&is&a&chance&for&other&proteins&to&appear&in&the&first&





consisted& of& 50&mM& sodium& citrate& pH& 4.25,& 35%& (v/v)& PEG& 400& and& 70&mM& KCl.&
Interestingly,& larger& and&more& uniform& crystals& with& sharper& edges& were& achieved&
when&prePgreased&hanging&drop&plates&(Hampton&Research)&were&used,&which&had&a&
glass& cover& slip& on& which& the& proteinPprecipitant& droplet& was& placed& rather& than&
plastic& cover& slips& that& used& a& screw& mechanism& for& air& tightening& (Molecular&





MOMP.& While& MOMPSeMet& crystals& were& slightly& smaller,& they& appeared& more&






























Crystal& packing& viewed& from& the& top& (A)& and& from& the& side& (B)& in& space& group&P& 63& after&molecular&
replacement& with& the& highPresolution& structure& and& subsequent& refinement.& The& monomer& in& the&
asymmetric&unit&is&coloured&in&pink.&
&








of& the&protein.& Interestingly,& the&NPterminus& starts& inside& the&barrel&of&an&adjacent&
monomer&(Figure&2.17&C).&All&distances&in&this&paragraph&were&measured&with&Pymol.&
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are& tighter& than& common& hydrogen& bonds.& The& web& server& PDBePISA& predicted& a&
complex& formation& significance& score& (CSS)& of& 0.9.183& This& score& ranges& from& 0& for&
biologically& irrelevant& interfaces& and& 1& for& a& biologically& relevant& quaternary&
structure.&RePrunning&PDBePISA&with&a&coordinate&file&in&which&helix&1&was&deleted,&




Two& additional& salt& bridges& are& shaded& in& grey.& All& trimer& interface& bond& distances&were&measured&
















Additional& electron& density& was& found& in& close& proximity& to& the& six& amino& acids&
Asp116,&Asp120&(both&L3),&Gln152,&Asp155&(both&L4),&Glu288&and&Asp289&(both&L6).&
The& structure& refined& well& when& fitting& a& calcium& ion& into& the& residual& electron&
density.&Further&investigation&showed&that&the&metal&is&coordinated&directly&by&four&
amino& acids& (Asp120,& Gln152,& Asp155& and& Glu288)& and& one& water& molecule& in&
octahedral& fashion& (Figure& 2.18).& The& calcium& ion&was&mostly& probably& introduced&
during&protein&expression,&as&calcium&is&a&trace&component&in&yeast&extract,&which&is&











water& molecule& is& coordinated& by& Asp116& and& Asp289.& All& bond& distances& lie&
between&2.2&Å&and&2.7&Å,&which&is&consistent&with&common&Ca2+&binding&sites&(Table&
2.6).&Mg2+& ions& in& contrast&are& smaller& than&Ca2+,& typically&bind&more& tightly& to& the&
amino&acids&with&bond&distances&of&2.0&Å&to&2.1&Å&and&commonly&coordinate&more&
waters.185& Hence,& fitting& the& smaller& ion& Mg2+& into& the& observed& electron& density&


















metal& binding& site& is& negatively& charged& by& residues& Asp116,& Asp120,& Asp155& and&
Asp289,&which&are&also& involved& in&metal&binding.&The&opposite& side&of& the&pore& is&







(A)&Negatively&charged&residues&at& the&metal&binding&site&create&a&negative&charge& in& the&narrowest&
region&of& the&eyelet& (red),&while&arginine&and& lysine& residues&on& the&opposite& side& create&a&positive&
charge& (blue).&The&calcium& ion& is&depicted&as&a&green&sphere.& (B)&Dissection&of&MOMP&to& reveal& the&
hourglass&shape&of&the&pore.&(C)&shows&a&cartoon&representation&with&a&spacePfill&model&of&the&pore.&
The& corresponding& pore& radius& of& the& model& is& plotted& in& (D).& Calculations& were& performed& with&




bonding& interactions&between&arginine& residues&on& the&wall&of& the&βPbarrel&and&an&
aspartic&and&a&glutamic&acid&residue&in&loops&3&and&4,&respectively&(Figure&2.20).&The&
bond& distance& is& 2.6& Å& between& Asp120& (L3)& and& Arg45& (β2)& and& 1.9& Å& between&











The& electrostatic& potential& calculations& for& the& surface& of& MOMP& show& that& the&
outside&wall&of& the&MOMP&barrel& is&mainly&uncharged&(Figure&2.21).&This&was&to&be&
expected,& as& OMP& are& embedded&within& the& hydrophobic& lipid&membrane& bilayer.&
The& constriction& zone& of& MOMP,& however,& shows& a& large& area& of& negative& and&
positive&charge&on&opposing&sides.&This&charge&pattern& is&preserved&throughout&the&
entire&pore.&Surface&charges&of&extracellular&loop&regions&remote&from&the&eyelet&are&































In& this& cartoon& representation,& the& PEG& molecule& is& coloured& in& teal& and& contoured& with& 2FoFFc1






To& investigate& the&effect&of& the&metal& chelator&EDTA&on& the&stability&of& the&MOMP&
barrel&since&the&protein&is&coordinating&a&divalent&metal&ion,&far&UV&CD&spectra&were&
recorded&for&MOMP&in&the&presence&and&absence&of&EDTA&(Figure&2.23).&Both&spectra&
appear& almost& identical& and& show& the& typical& pattern& for& proteins& rich& in& βPsheets&
with& one& minimum& at& a& wavelength& of& 218& nm.187& If& MOMP& had& unfolded& in& the&
presence&of&EDTA,&a&random&coil&pattern,&a&more&αPhelical&spectrum&or&a&mix&of&the&
above&would& have& been& expected.& Random& coils,& however,&would& show& a& positive&


















Multiple& constructs&of&MOMP&were&designed& to&express&MOMP& from1 C.1 jejuni& 85H&
with&a&heterologous& signal&peptide& in&E.1 coli& and&with&either& a&CPterminal&or& an&NP
terminal& TEV& cleavable& or& nonPcleavable& histidinePtag.& Recombinant& protein&
expression& in1 E.1 coli1 has& several& advantages& over& culturing& Campylobacter.&
Campylobacter&is&more&fastidious&than&E.1coli&and&its&growth&requirements,&discussed&
in& section& 2.1.1,& have& to& be& met.& Secondly,& the& organism& is& more& “exotic”& and&
presents&a&higher&risk&over&the&common& laboratory&strains&of&E.1coli.& In&contrast,&E.1
coli&is&an&organism&that&can&produce&recombinant&protein&in&high&yields&in&little&time,&
and& diverse& cloning& and& expression& techniques& are& well& established& for& soluble& as&
well&as&membrane&proteins.&The&NPterminal& signal&peptides& from&the&proteins&PelB&
and&TamA,&which&were&used& in& this& study,&have&been& shown&previously& to&be& very&
efficient& for&OMP&translocation.26,99&Histidine& tags&are& simple&and&effective&ways& to&




As& was& demonstrated& with& MOMP,& the& purification& with& a& histidine& tag& and& its&
subsequent& removal& by& TEV& cleavage&produced& a& very&pure&protein& sample,&which&
was& key& for& obtaining& wellPdiffracting& crystals.& Khan& et1 al.& expressed& MOMP&
recombinantly& with& its& native& signal& peptide& in& E.1 coli& but& could& not& obtain& a&
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detergentPsolubilised& protein&without& refolding& the& protein& in& 4&M&urea& in1 vitro.190&
Goulhen& et1 al.& in& contrast& refolded& MOMP& after& native& expression& in&
Campylobacter.191& Zhang& et& al.& instead& expressed& recombinant& MOMP& without& a&
signal& peptide& in& E.1 coli& so& that& the& protein& had& to& get& refolded& from& cytoplasmic&
inclusion& bodies.192& It& is& likely& that& in& these& studies& refolding& of& MOMP& was&
implemented& as& (1)& the& secretion& of& the& protein& to& the& OM& had& failed& or& (2)& no&
strategies&existed&to&solubilise&the&protein&with&detergents&from&the&membrane&in&its&
native&state.&Protein&refolding,&however,&has&several&drawbacks&compared&to&native&
expression& in& the& OM.& The& chances& of& refolding& a& protein& is& very& low& and& often&
months& or& even& years& of& work& are& required& to& find& a& condition& in& which& suitable&
quantities& of& folded& protein,& which& are& needed& for& structural& studies,& can& be&
obtained.&Some&proteins,&however,&might&not&refold&at&all.&While&proteins&expressed&
for&the&purpose&of&refolding&usually&contain&purification&tags&and&are&very&pure&once&
refolded,& these& proteins& may& not& be& very& monodisperse& and& have& several& folded&
states.& For& successful& crystallisation,& protein& homogeneity& and&monodispersity& are&
fundamental.& In& cases& where& the& only& available& crystal& structure& derives& from& a&
refolded& protein,& it& remains& questionable& whether& these& proteins,& which& were&
refolded& in1 vitro,& have& the& same& tertiary& structure& as& those&expressed& in1 vivo.& Last&
but&not&least,&the&entire&refolding&process&is&very&costly&due&to&the&great&uncertainty&






Since& the& surface& of& βPbarrel& proteins& is& largely& hydrophobic,& these& proteins& are&
insoluble&in&water&as&they&aggregate.&Detergents&are&used&to&extract&the&protein&from&
the& lipid& membrane& and& to& stabilise& it& in& aqueous& solution& by& forming& proteinP
detergent& micelles.& Which& detergents& work& best& at& extracting& the& protein& and&
keeping& it& folded& in& solution& is& usually& explored& empirically.& Generally,& anionic&
detergents&with&a&low&molecular&weight&such&as&SDS&are&very&effective&at&extracting&
the&protein&from&the&membranes,&but&often&have&a&denaturing&effect&as&well.&These&
detergents& may& also& interfere& with& downstream& applications& such& as& with& metal&
affinity& or& size& exclusion& chromatography& techniques.& In& general,& OM& βPbarrel&









native& proteins& of& the& expression& host& for& OM& translocation& and& assembly& thus&
leading&to&misfolding,&but&may&also&result& in&bacterial&cell&death.&The&C43(DE3)&and&
C41(DE3)&strains&used&for&the&expression&of&MOMP&have&shown&to&reduce&potential&





which& used& NPlauroyl& sarcosine& to& selectively& solubilise& the& IM& and& octylPPOE& to&
extract&the&protein&from&the&OM,&was&applied.148,193&The&advantage&of&this&protocol&
by& Beis& et1 al.& over& other& methods,& in& which& membrane& proteins& are& extracted& in&
harsh& detergents& as& was& reported& for& OmpC& and& which& requires& an& ethanol&




Transferring& this& twoPstep& extraction& procedure& to& the&E.1 coli& systems& used& in& this&
study,&however,&only&yielded&miniscule&amounts&of&detergentPsolubilised&protein& in&
the&OM& extract,& though,& it&was& possible& to& extract&MOMP& from& the&OM&with& SDS&
(Figure& 2.9).& Due& to& the& drawbacks& with& this& detergent& in& further& applications,& a&
method& was& required& to& improve& detergent& extraction& from& the& OM& with& milder&
detergents.&Initial&mass&spectroscopic&data&from&the&SDS&solubilised&OM&showed&the&





its& extractability.& The& twoPstep& extraction& trials&with& the& new&pTAMA&plasmids& did&
not& show& any& significant& improvement& and& were& aborted& and& other& extraction&








solubilisation&with&NPlauroyl&sarcosine,&as& this&detergent&cannot&solubilise& lipid&A& in&
the& OM& in& absence& of& divalent& cations.195& This& selective& removal& of& potentially&
stabilising& phospholipids& may& have& caused& MOMP& aggregation.& MOMP& was&
efficiently& solubilised&when& extracted&with& detergents& in& one& single& step& from& the&
total& membrane& (Figure& 2.11).& To& uncover& the& reason& for& this& rather& unusual&







The& choice& of& detergent& for& TEV& cleavage& was& a& crucial& requirement& for& the&
crystallisation& success& of& MOMP.& Removal& of& the& heptahistidine& tag& in& buffer& B&
containing&the&detergent&SB3.14&at&room&temperature&overnight&showed&incomplete&
cleavage,& as& the&majority& of&MOMP& remained& histidine& tagged,& which&was& proven&
when&the&protein&was&applied&to&the&second&nickel&purification&step&and&the&elution&
fractions&analysed&on&SDS&PAGE.&An&assay&in&which&the&activity&of&TEV&was&tested&in&




clearly& shows& that& all& detergents&but& the& zwitterionic&detergents& SB3.14&and& LDAO&
were&suitable&for&TEV&protease&activity.&Whether&this&result& is&representative&for&all&
OMPs& or& whether& detergents& suitable& for& TEV& cleavage& need& to& be& examined& for&
every&OMP&individually,&is&still&unclear.&Two&possible&mechanisms&of&incomplete&TEV&




of& TEV& cleavage& in& detergents;& both& however,& discussed& TEV& protease& cleavage&
results&for&IMPs&but&not&OMPs.196,197&Their&results&showed&that&cleavage&did&not&occur&









detergent& mix& Elugent™,& which& is& similar& to& βPOG,& was& used& for& all& further&
experiments& in& this& study&as& it& extracts&MOMP&well,& allows&complete&TEV&cleavage&




Each& of& the& detergent& classes& appears& to& have& distinct& properties& relating& to& TEV&
cleavage& in& membrane& protein& studies.& Despite& the& fact& that& to& date& only& five&
membrane& proteins& (including& MOMP)& have& been& fully& investigated,& trends& are&
beginning&to&emerge.&As&MOMP&is&the&first&OMP&among&these,&TEV&cleavage&results&





C.1 jejuni1 MOMP& in& E.1 coli& and& successfully& crystallised& and& solved& its& threeP
dimensional& structure.& Previous& studies& tried& to& characterise& MOMP& based& on&
biochemical&assays,&amino&acid&sequence&comparisons&and&computational&prediction&
tools,& but& did& not& provide& an& image& of& the& atomic& structure& in& threePdimensional&
space.162,164,165,168,191,192,198&Crystal&packing&analysis&and&the&crystal&contacts&between&
monomers&of&the&solved&structure&of&MOMP&show&that&the&protein&assembles&into&a&
stable& trimeric& porin& with& each& monomer& having& 18& βPstrands& (section& 2.3.6& and&
Figure& 2.16).& This& oligomeric& state& was& also& confirmed& by& comparison& of& the& gel&
filtration& peak& with& those& of& a& gel& filtration& standard& (Figure& 2.13)& and& interface&
predictions& with& PDPePISA.& Structural& features,& which& have& been& identified& in& all&







constriction& zone&of& the&protein.&Unlike& any&other&porin&or&other&outer&membrane&




which& further& shapes& the&eyelet& region& (Figure&2.20).&Whether& the&metal& ion&has&a&
functional& role& is& not& known&but& cannot& be& excluded,& since& one&water&molecule& is&
free&and&a&catalytic&mechanism&is&plausible,&Ca2+Pdependent&enzymes,&however,&are&
rare.&Data&from&far&UV&CD&experiments&(Figure&2.23)&indicate&that&the&metal&ion&is&not&









When& the& surface& of& the& trimer& is& viewed& from& the& extracellular& space,& directly&
perpendicular&to&the&axis&of&the&membrane,&the&pore&of&MOMP&is&not&visible&(Figure&
























and& 12.4& Å)& and& OmpC& (10.4& Å& and& 10.6& Å)& (Table& 1.1).& The& distances& in& the&
parentheses&are&approximation&only&and&do&not&consider&the&van&der&Waals&radii&of&









This& is& only& the& fourth& trimeric& 18Pstranded& porin& whose& structure& is& known,& the&
others& being& LamB& from& E.1 coli& and& LamB& from& S.1 typhimurium,& which& have& a&
sequence& identity& of& 80%,& calculated& with& ClustelOmega201& and& ScrY& from& S.1
typhimurium& (>26%&sequence& identity& to&LamB).&Moreover,& the&crystal& structure&of&
MOMP& provides& the& first& porin& structure& ever& within& the& class& of&
epsilonproteobacteria.& In&comparison&to&LamB&and&ScrY,&MOMP&is&clearly&different.&
The&substratePspecific&glycoporins&LamB&and&ScrY&are&close&homologues,&not&only&in&
structure& but& also& in& function.& The& characteristic& greasy& slide,& which& is& thought& to&
mediate& sugar& transport,& is& found& in& LamB& and& ScrY& (Figure& 1.7).44,46& Sequence&
identities&between&MOMP&and&the&glycoporins&ranges&between&15%&and&19%,&only,&
as& calculated& for& the&glycoporins& also&using&ClustalOmega.& There&are&no& conserved&
regions&within&the&amino&acid&sequences&of&MOMP&and&the&glycoporins,&which&may&
indicate& for& a& common& evolutionary& ancestor.& A& closer& look& at& the& eyelet& region&







Regarding& the& size& and& the& near& equal& charge& distribution& of& the& pore& in& MOMP&
(Figure&2.19&A),& the&pore&of& the&protein& is& in& fact&quite& similar& in& terms&of& charged&
amino&acids&and&eyelet& size& to& the&pores& in&OmpC&and&OmpF& from&E.1 coli,& and& the&
general& porins& from& R.1 blastica& and& R.1 capsulatus.& Taken& the& differences& to& the&
glycoporins&and&the&similarities&to&the&general&porins&into&consideration,&we&believe&
that&C.1 jejuni&MOMP& is&most& likely& a& general& porin.&While& these& porins& are& all& 16P





which& starts& inside&an&adjacent&monomer&and& forms&a& threePhelix&bundle&with& the&
helices&of& the&other&adjacent&monomers&(Figure&2.17&C).&The&amino&acid&motif& that&
generates& the&helix& is&absolutely& conserved& in&MOMPs& from&C.1 coli,&C.1 fetus,&C.1 lari&
and&C.1upasliensis&(Figure&2.25).&It&is&possible&that&the&location&of&the&helix&inside&an&





fraction& in& E.1 coli.& Expression& of& a& truncated&MOMP,& which& does& not& contain& this&
helix,& would& therefore& be& expected& to& improve& its& extraction& behaviour.& The& only&





both&monomers,& the&helix& in& these& structures& is& not& involved& in& oligomerisation.&A&
hypothetic&function&of&the&helix&in&OprB&has&not&been&described.&In&the&16&βPstranded&
porin&OprB,&the&monomeric&assembly&in&the&OM&is&further&supported&by&the&fact&that&




pore& regions,& however,& is& clearly& different.& In& OprB& the& entire& pore& has& an& overall&
negative&charge,26&while&positive&and&negative&charges&on&either&side&of&the&pore&in&







(A)& shows& the& 16Pstranded& monomeric& porin& OprB& from& P.1 aeruginosa1 and& (B)& the& 8Pstranded&






trimer& interface.& In& OprP,& PagP& and& in& MOMP& it& is& noticeable,& however,& that& the&





this& is& the&most& rigid&part&of& the&βPbarrel,& sits&within& the&OM&and&does&not&usually&
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need& to& change& in& order& to& camouflage& from& bacteriocins,& phage& or& antibodies.&
Residues&in&the&long&interior&loops&3&and&6,&however,&are&strongly&conserved&(Figure&
2.25).&L3&ranges&from&Gln109&to&Val123&and&L6&ranges&from&Tyr276&to&Arg316.&These&
loops& form& the&pore&and&create& the&metal&binding& site.&Absolutely& conserved& in&all&
aligned& Campylobacter& species& are& three& of& the& five& residues& involved& in& metal&
binding& namely& Asp116,& Glu288& and& Asp289.& Asp120,& which& also& coordinates& the&
metal&ion,&is&conserved&in&C.1jejuni,&C.1coli&and&C.1upsaliensis,&but&not&in&C.1fetus&or&C.1
lari.& In& C.1 fetus& the& comparable& amino& acid& to& Asp120& from& C.1 jejuni& is& possibly&
Asp124,&and&in&C.1lari1it&is&possibly&Asp137.&Gln152,&which&coordinates&the&metal&ion&
with&its&side&chain&oxygen&is&also&fully&conserved&in&C.1jejuni,&C.1coli&and&C.1upsaliensis,&
but&replaced&by&asparagine& in&C.1 fetus&and&aspartic&acid& in&C.1 lari.&This&change& in&C.1
fetus1and&C.1 lari,&however,&may&not&affect&the&coordination&of&the&metal& ion,&as&the&
necessary& oxygen& could& still& be& available.& This& comparison& suggests& that& the&metal&
















of& the&amino&acid&arrangements&of& this&porin.&For& the& first& time,&we&have&gained&a&
visual&conception&of&the&size&and&charge&of&the&pore,&showed&how&loops&constrict&the&
barrel&and&are&important&for&trimer&formation.&A&comparison&of&the&crystal&structure&
with& that& of& other& porins& of& known& structure& also& indicates& that& MOMP& is& not& a&
glycoporin,& but& may& become& prototypic& for& a& new& class& of& 18Pstranded& trimeric&
porins.&Furthermore,&the&crystal&structure&of&MOMP&revealed&a&unique&metal&binding&





Naturally,& the&elucidation&of& the&crystal& structure&of&MOMP&raises&many&questions,&
which&must& be& addressed& in& future& experiments.& Firstly,& it& needs& to& be& confirmed&
that&MOMP&recombinantly&expressed&in&E.1coli&is&the&same&as&the&native&protein&in&C.1
jejuni.& This& can& be& done& by& conductance& measurements& between& native& and&







design& of& new& antibiotics& that& can& penetrate& Campylobacter1 through& the& MOMP&
channel.& CoPcrystallisations& of& possible& substrates& or& antibiotics& coupled& with&
conductance& experiments& could& be& illuminating.& In& addition,& it& would& be& very&
interesting&to&see&what&affect&the&metal&chelator&EDTA&has&on&the&crystal&structure&of&




Analysis& of& the& NPterminal& helix& in& the& protein’s& extraction& behaviour& and& on&
trimerisation& would& also& be& exciting& points& of& research,& whereby& results& from&
PDBePISA&suggest&otherwise,&as&the&CSS&score&was&higher&when&the&NPterminal&helix&
was& absent.& Whether& this& CSS& score& is& a& calculation& artefact& of& the& software& still&
needs& to& be& addressed.& Interestingly,& promising& crystals& of& MOMP& appeared& in&
sodium&citrate&at&pH&4.25,&but&also&in&two&conditions,&which&contained&a&Tris&buffer&
with&pH&8.5&and&pH&9.0&(Table&2.2).&Once&the&crystal&structure&of&MOMP&solved&from&
crystals& grown& at& this& high& pH& is& solved,& a& comparison& may& define& whether& the&
surrounding&pH&influences&the&conformation&of&the&protein.&&
&
In& a& further& view,& suspected& cell& adhesion& and& antigenicity& of&MOMP& can& now& be&
probed& by&mutational& analyses& since& the& crystal& structure& revealed&which& residues&

































Lassa& fever& (LF)& is& a& lethal& haemorrhagic& fever& caused& by& Lassa& virus& (LASV).& The&
disease& mainly& occurs& in& the& Western& tropical& regions& of& Africa,& particularly& in&
Guinea,&Liberia,&Nigeria,&and&Sierra&Leone.205,206&The&fever&is&named&after&the&Nigerian&
town&of&Lassa,&where&it&was&first&diagnosed&in&missionary&nurses&who&had&contracted&
the& disease& in& 1969.207& Annually,& the& virus& infects& between& 300,000& and& 500,000&
people,&among&whom&it&causes&an&overall&death&rate&between&1&and&5%.208&The&virus&
is& especially& lethal& to& pregnant& women& and& foetuses,& with& worst& prospects& in& the&
third&trimester&when&the&case&fatality&of&mother&and&foetus&exceeds&85%.209&In&these&





LASV& is&a& rodentPborne&disease& transmitted&by& its&natural&host,& the&multimammate&
rat&Mastomys1natalensis.211&Transmission&to&humans&takes&place&by&either&direct&or&
indirect& contact& with& excrement& of& the& infected& animals.& Human& to& human&
transmission& is& possible& by& contact& with& infected& bodily& fluids,& tissue& or&
contaminated&surgical&instruments.&Airborne&transmission&can&occur&by&inhalation&of&
infected& aerosols,& which& survive& up& to& 1& hour& in& warm& climates.212& Nosocomial&
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(hospitalPacquired)& spreads& are& also& common& in& subPSaharan& Africa& due& to& poorly&
equipped&hospitals.213&Disease&prevention&is&somewhat&limited&as&people,&especially&
in&deprived&rural&landscapes,&live&in&proximity&to&infected&animals&and&lack&education&




bioPwarfare&agent&and&the& lack&of&effective&treatment&has& led&to&a&biosafety& level&4&
(BSL4)& categorisation,& which& is& demanding& of& the& highest& level& of& work& safety.&










In& cases& in& which& the& illness& worsens,& patients& develop& vomiting,& get& watery& and&
bloody&diarrhoeas&and& in&worst& cases&become&ataxic.214&When& the&disease& reaches&







To& date,& no& licensed& vaccine& against& LASV& is& available& and& the& only& effective&
treatment&against&LASV&is&the&broadPspectrum&antiviral&cap&analogue&Ribavirin,&which&
is&only&effective&if&administered&at&early&stages&of&infection.219&There&is&no&proof&for&







Latin&word& for& sand& (arena),&describing& the& sandy&appearance&of&a& crossPsection&of&
the& arenavirus& virion& under& the& electron& microscope,& which& is& caused& by& host&
ribosomes.& The& spikes& on& the& surface& of& the& virion& represent& the& glycoproteins.221&
Based&on&serologic&and&geographic&occurrence&arenaviruses&are&separated& into&two&




entry& to& host& cells& by& interaction& of& the& glycoproteins& with& the& receptor& αP
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dystroglycan.223,224& In& clade& B& of& the& New& World& arenaviruses,& the& glycoproteins&
interact& with& transferrin& receptor& 1.225,226& Host& cell& receptors& of& clade& A& are& still&
unknown.&Interestingly,&amino&acid&sequence&comparison&of&the&outer&spike&protein&
GP1& from& Pichinde& (New& World& clade& C)& and& LCMV& and& LASV& (Old& World)& by&
ClustalOmega& showed& that& Pichinde& virus,& which& causes& deadly& disease& in& Guinea&
pigs,& has& a& sequence& identity& of& 28%& and& 30%,& respectively.201& This& similarity&
between& New& World& clade& C& and& Old& World& arenaviruses& is& known& and& current&





lipid& bilayer& with& embedded& trimeric& glycoproteins& GP1& and& GP2,& which& form& the&
characteristic&spikes&of&the&Arenaviridae.&Inside&the&virion,&the&only&proteins&are&the&
small& matrix& protein& Z,& the& large& polymerase& L& and& the& highly& abundant&
nucleoprotein&N.&All&LASV&proteins&are&encoded&by&two&singlePstranded&genomic&RNA&
segments,& which& use& an& ambisense& coding& strategy& for& genome& replication& and&
transcription.229,230& The& genome& segments& are& called& the& small& (S,& 3.4& kb)& and& the&
large& (L,& 7.2& kb)& segment.& The& S& segment& contains& two& genes& coding& for& the&
nucleoprotein& (NP)& and& the& glycoprotein& precursor& complex& GPC,& which& is& postP






to& fold& into&a& stable& secondary& structure&and& is&possibly& involved& in& termination&of&






(A)& shows&a& typical&virion&of& LASV&and&highlights& the& location&of& the&5&proteins.& (B)& shows& the& large&
viral&RNA&genome&segment&(L)&and&the&small&viral&RNA&genome&segment&(S).&The&loops&in&the&genome&
correspond& to& intergenic& regions& (IGR).& Black& arrows& indicate& how& the& individual& genes& are&






As& mentioned& in& section& 3.1.4,& infection& with& LASV& is& initiated& by& interaction& of&
glycoprotein&GP1&with&αPdystroglycan.&This&allows&the&virion&to&enter&the&host&cell&via&
an& endocytic& pathway.233,234,235& In& the& acidic& environment& of& the& host’s& endosome&
viral& membrane& fusion& is& elicited& by& GP2,& which& undergoes& a& pHPdependent&
conformational& change.236,237& In& LASV,& the& fusion& event& is& driven& by&
lysobisphosphatidic& acid& (LBPA),& which& is& a& rare& phospholipid& found& in& late&
endosomes.234&&
&
To&date,&crystal& structures&of&GP1&have&only&been&determined& for& the&clade&B&New&
World&arenavirus,&Machupo.238,225&Since&different&receptors&(Tfr1&vs.&αPdystroglycan)&
mediate&host& cell& entry& and&amino&acid& sequence& conservation&between&GP1& from&
Machupo& and& GP1& and& LASV& (22%)& is& low,& GP1& structures& are& expected& to& be&
different.&The&structure&of&the&fusion&protein&GP2&from&LCMV,&in&contrast,&is&closely&
related& to& LASV& (71%& sequence& identity)& and& has& been& determined.239& It& shows& a&










Once& the& endosome& and& viral& membrane& have& fused,& the& virion& releases& its& viral&




genome& from& host& exoribonucleases& and& presents& it& to& the& L& polymerase& for&
replication&and&transcription&of& the&glycoprotein&complex&and&the&Z&matrix&protein.&
The& crystal& structure&of& LASV&NP&was& solved& in&2010&by&Qi&et1al.242& Two& functional&
domains&were& identified&–&a&putative&capPbinding&domain& in& the&NPterminal&part&of&
the&protein&and&a&manganesePdependent&3’P5’&exoribonuclease&domain&of&the&DEDD&
exonuclease& superfamily& in& the&CPterminal&part.242,243&The&CPterminal&domain&of&NP&
has& recently& been& crystallised& with& bound& dsRNA& by& Hastie& et1 al.244& As& was&
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demonstrated& by& MartínezPSobrido& et1 al.& in& 2006& for& the& NP& of& LCMV& the& 3’P5’&
exoribonuclease& of& LASV& NP& proved& to& be& a& major& virulence& factor& as& it& strongly&
suppressed&a&typePI&interferon&response&in&Sendai&virus&infected&cells.242,245,246&TypePI&
interferons& are& critical& cytokines& released& by& the& host’s& innate& and& adaptive&
immunity& pathways& to& combat& viral& diseases.247& In& the& proposed& mechanism& of&
interferon& suppression,& the& 3’P5’& exoribonuclease& digests& RNA& of& pathogen&











The& function&of& the&deep&positively& charged& cavity& (Figure&3.3&B)& in& the&NPterminal&
domain& of& LASV&NP& is& still& unknown.&While&Qi&et1 al.& proposed& that& the&NPterminal&
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(amino& acids& 950P1400)& RNAPdependent& RNA& polymerase,&which& is& responsible& for&




In& order& for& viral& protein& expression& to& take& place,& the& viral& RNA& must& first& be&
transcribed& into&mRNA.&An& important&structural& feature&of&mRNA&is& the&5’Pterminal&
cap&structure,&which&is&not&synthesised&by&arenaviruses,&but&obtained&from&host&cell&
mRNA.250&Characteristic&for&the&cap&structure&is&a&guanosine,&which&is&methylated&at&











&In& cellular&mRNA,& the& cap& structure& has& several& functions,& such& as& RNA& splicing251&
and&protection&of&mRNA& from&degradation&by&5’P3’& exoribonucleases.252& The& cap& is&













the& NPterminal& part& of& the& PA& subunit& of& the& L& polymerase,255& while& the& domain,&
which& is& proposed& to& bind& the& cap& is& attributed& to& the& PB2& subunit.258& Sequence&
analyses& suggested& that& LASV& also& contains& an& endonuclease&within& its& NPterminal&
domain&between&amino&acids&1&and&300,&whereby&a&crystal&structure&and&structureP





Albeit& small& (11& kDa),& the&matrix& protein& Z& has& several& functions.& It& regulates& viral&
RNA& synthesis& and& is& also& crucial& for& assembly& of& viral& particles& and& viral&
budding.260,261& The& Z& protein& has& three& functional& domains& –& an&NPterminal& arm,& a&







The& first& Zn2+& ion& in& the& RING& domain& is& coordinated& by& three& cysteines& and& one& histidine& and& the&
second&Zn2+&ion&by&four&cysteines.&Sites&in&magenta&show&the&structural&motifs.&(PDB&code:&2M1S)262&&
&
The& important& residue& in& the&NPterminal& domain& is& the&NPterminal& glycine& residue,&
which&undergoes&myristoylation,&which&is&a&covalent&attachment&of&a&fatty&acid&by&a&
myristoyl& transferase.263& Myristoylation& is& required& for& interaction& of& Z& with& the&
glycoproteins264&and&the&L&polymerase265&and&linked&with&membrane&anchoring.266&
&
The& central& RING&domain&has& the& typical& Cys3PHisPCys4&motif,&which& is& required& to&
coordinate& two&zinc& ions&and& is& found& in&many&proteins.267& In&addition& to& the&RING&
domain’s& importance& in& structural& integrity& of& the& Z& protein,& the&RING&domain&has&
been& linked& with& a& regulatory& role& in& viral& genome& replication& by& inhibiting& the& L&
polymerase.268&It&was&also&found&that&the&RING&domain&of&Z&interacts&and&suppresses&








The&CPterminal& arm&has& two& late&domains&with&proline& rich&motifs&PTAP&and&PPPY.&
Similar&to&the&overlapping&PTAPPEY&motif& in&Ebola&virus&VP40&matrix&protein,271&the&
late&PTAPPPPPY&motifs&in&LASV&Z&can&interact&with&the&ubiquitinPlike&Tsg101&protein&of&
the& endosomal& sorting& complexes& (ESCRTs)& to& induce& membrane& remodelling& and&
viral& budding& to& produce& viral& particles.272& The& interaction& of& the& PTAP& motif& of&
matrix&with&Tsg101& from& the&ESCRTPI& complex& is& a& common& feature&among&viruses&
and&has&also&been&observed&for&P6PGag&from&HIV&and&VP40&from&Ebola.273,274&&
&





The& reason& why& only& certain& arenavirus& such& as& LASV& are& deadly& to& humans& is&
unclear.&Current& research& suggests& that&a& fatal&outcome&of& LASV& is& associated&viral&
titres.& Individuals&who&manage&to&control&their& level&of&viremia&survive,&while&those&
with&high& viral& loads& in& the&blood& stream&die.275& In& later& studies,& this& phenomenon&
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was& linked& to& the& efficiency& of& viral& genome& replication& and& therefore& to& the& L&
polymerase.276&&
&







the& capPsnatching& endonuclease& of& LASV,& can& be& expressed& in& a& prokaryotic&
expression&system&using&E.1coli&Rosetta(DE3)&strains.&These&strains&carry&an&additional&
pRARE&plasmid,&which&can&help&to&translate&the&rare&codons&used&in&eukaryotes.&If&we&
















Genomic& DNA& containing& the& L& polymerase& gene& from& the& LASV& Josiah& strain&
Q6GWS2&was&generously&provided&by&Professor&Yuying&Liang&from&the&University&of&
Minnesota,& USA.& Based& on& sequence& analysis& using& motif& scans& and& secondary&
structure& prediction& tools& as& well& as& information& gathered& from& previous&
literature,277&the&LASV&L&protein&was&divided&into&several&domains&(Appendix&3PA).&All&
domains&were&cloned&into&plasmids&(mostly&pEHISTEV&and&pLou3)&for&expression&in&E.1
coli& Rosetta(DE3)& cells.& Brunotte& et1 al.& indicated& that& the& first& 250& amino& acids&
contained&the&endonuclease&domain&and&that&the&RNAPdependent&RNA&polymerase&
was&situated&between&amino&acids&1000P1500.&The&second&domain&(amino&acid&250P
1000)& and& the& fourth& CPterminal& domain& (amino& acids& 1500P2218)& have& a& yet&




Initial& tests& showed& that& all& domains& but& the& NPterminal& domains& were& extremely&
insoluble.& For& this& reason,& this& chapter& will& focus& on& the& NPterminal& domain&





Gene& inserts& for& recombinant& expression& from& plasmids& were& generated& by& PCR&
amplification& with& primers& synthesised& by& Eurogentec& (Eurogentec,& Belgium).& For&
ease&of&reading,&only&the&cloning&of&the&amplified&gene&encoding&the&NL1190&domain&
(amino& acids& 1& to& 190)& into& pEHISTEV&will& be& described.& All& other& constructs&were&
generated& following& the&same&overall&protocol&but&with& slightly&different&annealing&
temperatures&during&PCR.&PEHISTEV&has&a&TEV&cleavable&NPterminal&hexahistidine&tag&
prior& to& the&multiple&cloning&site.&Dr&Huanting&Liu,&University&of&St&Andrews,&kindly&
provided& this& plasmid.278& Other& plasmids,& which& were& used& especially& for& the&
expression& of& the& larger& domains,& included& a& pLou3& (Appendix& 3PB),& which& is& a&




horizontal& 1%& agarose& gel& using& a& commercial& gel& extraction& kit& (Qiagen).& Both&
pEHISTEV& and& the& NL1190& gene& insert& were& digested& with& BamHI& and& HindIII&
restriction& enzymes& (Promega)& at& 37°C& for& 2& hours.& PEHISTEV&was& digested& for& an&










(25& μg& mlP1)& overnight.& Plasmids& were& retained& from& the& cell& cultures& using& a&
Miniprep& kit& (Qiagen).& Aliquots& of& the& recombinant& plasmids& were& sequenced&
(Sequencing& service,& University& of& Dundee,& UK)& and& test& digested&with& BamHI& and&
HindIII&to&verify&the&insertion&of&the&L190&gene.&Correct&plasmids&were&transformed&
into& Rosetta(DE3)& cells& and& resulting& colonies& were& cultured& in& LB& containing&
kanamycin&(25&μg&mlP1)&and&chloramphenicol&(34&μg&mlP1)&antibiotics&overnight.&From&
the&cell&culture&1&ml&glycerol&stocks&containing&30%&(v/v)&glycerol&were&prepared&for&









The& overnight& startPup& culture& was& transferred& to& 10& L& LB& (30& ml& per& litre)& and&
cultured& in& the&presence&of&antibiotics&as&previously&described&until&an&OD600&of&0.6&
was& reached.&At& this& stage,& cells&were& inoculated&with& IPTG& (0.2&mM)& to& stimulate&
expression& of& the& target& protein.& Protein& expression& continued& at& 16°C& for& 16P20&
hours.&Cells&were&harvested&by&centrifugation&at&5,000&RPM,&4°C&for&15&minutes&(JLA&





For& cell& lysis,& the& cell&pellet&was& resuspended&at&4°C& in&Buffer&G& [5&ml&per&gram&of&
cells)& supplemented& with& DNAse,& EDTAPfree& protease& inhibitor& cocktail& (Roche,& 1&




Lysed& cells&were& centrifuged&at&40,&000&x&g& and&4°C& for&45&minutes& to& remove&cell&
debris&(Sorvall&SS34&rotor).&In&a&first&step,&the&supernatant&was&applied&twice&to&preP
equilibrated& (Buffer& G)& 5& ml& NiPNTA& resin& (Qiagen)& in& a& benchPtop& 20& ml& column&
(EconoPac,&BioRad)&to&bind&the&hexahistidinePtagged&target&NL1190&protein.&The&resin&
was& washed&with& 40& column& volumes& (CV)& of& Buffer& H& to& remove& nonPspecifically&
bound& proteins.& NL1&was& eluted&with& 2& CVs& of& buffer& I& and& desalted& into& buffer& J&
using& a& HiPrep& 26/10& desalt& column& (GEPHealthcare).& The& protein& was& either& TEV&
cleaved&(final&TEV&concentration&=&0.05&mg&mlP1)&at&room&temperature&for&2&hours&or&
overnight&to&remove&the&hexahistidinePtag.&After&TEV&cleavage,&the&protein&solution&








In& a& final& purification& step,& the& protein& was& applied& to& a& gel& filtration& column&
(Superdex&200&column,&GEPHealthcare),&which&had&been&equilibrated&in&Buffer&K&and&
run& on& an& Äkta& Express& purification& system&whilst&monitoring& the& UV& absorbance.&












NL1190& with& the& proteases& trypsin,& chymotrypsin,& elastase,& subtilisin& A& and& papain&
was& tested.&This&soPcalled& limited&proteolysis& treatment&can& increase& the&chance&of&
crystallisation& by& potentially& generating& a& stable& (undigested)& fragment.279&
Crystallisation& was& initiated& by& limited& proteolysis& of& NL1190& with& subtilisin& A& in& a&
700:1& ratio&and&on& ice& for&60&minutes& immediately&before&setting&up&crystallisation&
plates& with& a& honeybee& crystallisation& robot& (Honeybee,& DigiLab,& USA).& Upon&

















indexed& from& P& 41212& to& the& enantiomeric& space& group& P& 43212& using& the& Phenix&
reflection& file& editor.& P& 43212& is& the& true& space& group& considering& that& the&R& factor&
and&the&Rfree&did&not&decrease& in&P&41212.&One&monomer&of&homologous&LCMV&NL1&
protein& (PDB& access& code:& 3JSB)281& was& used& as& a& model& structure& for& molecular&
replacement.&Model&building&was&completed&using&the&program&Phenix_AutoBuild175&







crystals& reached& their& full& size,&excessive&amounts&of& solid&NMPs& (AMP,&CMP,&GMP&
and&UMP)&were&added&to& the&crystals&and&soaked&between&1&and&30&days.&Crystals&
were& further& soaked&with&100&mM&NMPs&and&5&mM&MnCl2& for&30&minutes,&before&
crystal& data& were& collected.& CoPcrystallisation& followed& the& same& set& up,& whereby&


























discontinued.& Expression& of& these& domains& yielded& hardly& any&MBPPfusion& protein&
and&the&remainder&precipitated&completely&during&TEV&cleavage.&
&
Highest&yields&and&greatest& solubility&was&particularly& successful& for& the&LASV&NL200&




The& NL1200& construct& did& not& produce& crystals& even& after& extensive& screening& and&









at& a& final& concentration&of& 0.2&mM&and&with& a& reduction&of& the& temperature& after&





which& runs& at& similar& size& (Figure& 3.6).& During& metal& affinity& purification& it& was&
apparent&that&the&protein&only&bound&weakly&to&the&NiPNTA&resin,&but&binding&affinity&
was& increased&when& the& flowPthrough& fraction&was& rePapplied& to& the&beads.& It&was&
also&found&that&the&protein&began&to&elute&at&a&minimal& imidazole&concentration&of&
around&30&mM.&Therefore,&the&wash&was&carried&out&with&a&buffer&that&contained&an&
imidazole& concentration& of& only& 10& mM.& After& these& optimisations,& a& protein& of&






As& high& imidazole& concentrations& can& cause& protein& precipitation,& the& protein&was&





from& SDS& PAGE.& An& additional& step& of& metal& affinity& chromatography& after& TEV&










peak.& The& peak& shows& that& LASV& NL1190& is& a& monomeric& protein& in1 vitro& when&
superimposed&and&compared&with& the&protein&peaks& in& the&chromatogram&of&a&gel&
filtration& standard& (Figure& 3.7).& LASV& NL1190& (22.7& kDa)& elutes& just& before& equine&
myoglobin,&which&has&a&molecular&weight&of&17&kDa.&The&molecular&weight&of&LASV&














Generally,&NL1190& expressed& and&purified&much&more& successfully& in& terms&of& yield&






concentrated& protein& solution& directly& before& setting& up& crystal& plates,& subtilisin& A&
was&still&present&in&the&crystallisation&plates.&Crystals&were&large&very&fragile&needles&












or& exceeded& two& hours.& A& limited& proteolysis& experiment,& in& which& different&
proteases&were&used&to&digest&LASV&NL1190,&only&had&a&limited&value,&as&the&size&of&a&
stable& fragment& (the& thickest& band& below& LASV& NL1190)& after& treatment& with&













initial& screens& diffracted& well& enough& for& structure& solution& using& synchrotron&
radiation.& Nonetheless,& an& optimisation& screens& around& the& initial& conditions&were&
set&up&to&find&conditions&that&yielded&fewer&and&larger&crystals&and&for&the&purpose&of&








with& excessive& amounts& of& solid& NMPs& in& a& final& attempt& to& get& a& NMP& complex&
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The& tertiary& structure& and& the& in1 vitro& assembly& of& this& protein& domain& are&




















LACV&NL1& and& avian& influenza& PAN.& LCMV&NL1& is& the& closest& homologue& of& known&
structure&to&LASV&NL1&and&has&a&reasonably&high&sequence&similarity.&The&bunyavirus&










CMP,&GMP&or&UMP&during&coPcrystallisation&or& soaking.& Interestingly,&however,& the&
metal& binding& site& in& the& crystal& structure& showed& the& coordination& of& two&metal&
ions,&which&are&only&3.8&Å&apart&from&one&another.&Both&metal&ions&are&coordinated&
in& an& octahedral& conformation& with& six& ligands& each.& The& ligands& constitute& of&
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waters,& amino& acids& and& glycerol& (Figure& 3.11).& As& stated& previously,& the& structure&
presented&derives&from&a&coPcrystallisation&experiment,&which&contained&MnCl2&and&
CMP.& The& crystallisation& condition& also& contained& 250& mM& MgCl2.& Due& to& the&
presence& of& Mg2+& and& Mn2+& ions,& either& ion& can& in& theory& be& coordinated& in& this&
structure.& However,& when& the& metal& ions& were& fitted& into& the& observed& electron&
density& and& refined,& further& structure& analysis& with& “CheckMyMetal”&
(http://csgid.org/csgid/metal_sites/)& revealed& that& the& metal& binding& sites& are&
probably&occupied&by&a&magnesium&ion&and&surprisingly&by&a&sodium&ion&or&a&calcium&
ion.& According& to& Zheng& et1 al.,& bond& distances& similar& to& that& encountered& for&
monovalent& sodium& ions& would& be& those& generally& observed& for& divalent& calcium&
ions.184&When&we&published& this& structure&of& LASV&NL1& in&PloS&ONE& in&2014,285&we&
believed&that&two&magnesium&ions&were&present,&only&further&analysis&in&the&write&up&
of& this& thesis& with& the& awareness& of& the& “CheckMyMetal”& software& led& us& reP
investigate&the&active&site&of&the&protein.&Since&the&presence&of&Mg2+&was&50Pfold&that&






more& likely& to&be& the&metal& ion&of& choice& in& the& LASV&endonuclease& in1 vivo& as& the&







Magnesium& is& portrayed& as& a& green& sphere& and& sodium& as& a& purple& sphere.& Note& that& two&














those&observed& for& the&coordination&of&magnesium.&Sodium& is&directly& coordinated&
by&three&amino&acids&(Asp89,&Glu102&and&Cys103),&by&two&waters&(w86&and&w87)&and&

























Small& UbiquitinPlike& Modifier& (SUMO)& are& linked& to& the& protein& of& interest.287,288&
PLou3& used& in& this& study& had& the& advantage& that& MBP& carried& an& NPterminal&
hexahistidine&tag&and&a&CPterminal&TEV&protease&cleavage&site&prior&to&the&start&of&the&
protein.&While&MBP&has&high&affinity&to&amylose&resins,&the&extra&histidine&tag&further&
allows&purification&by&metal& affinity& chromatography.& The& TEV& cleavage& site& allows&
removal&of&the&purification&tag&prior&to&gel&filtration&and&crystallisation.&
&
In& this& study& the&MBP& fusion& protein& turned& out& to& generate& numerous& problems.&
First,& only& limited& amounts& of& fusion& protein& could& be& expressed& and& second,& the&
fusion& proteins& were& impossible& to& purify.& Since& crystallography& requires& large&
amounts& of& pure& and& homogenous& protein,& expression& of& the& domains& as& MBP&
fusions& seemed& like& a& dead& end.& As& mentioned& in& section& 3.3.1,& all& but& the& LASV&
NL1200&domain&were&either&impossible&to&purify&or&precipitated&as&soon&as&MBP&was&







constructs,& a& trend& became& apparent.& While& NL500& and& NL300&MBP& fusion& proteins&
failed& to& express,& expression& of& the& slightly& shorter& NL250&MBP& fusion& protein& was&
possible,& but& purification& attempts& failed.& Only& the& NL200& MBP& fusion& protein&
expressed& and&purified&well.& Crystallisation,& however,&was& only& initiated&by& limited&
proteolysis&of& the&NL1190&domain&expressed& from&pEHISTEV.&Why& this& is& the&case& is&
unclear.&While&the&first&250&amino&acid&residues&of&arenaviruses&were&identified&as&a&
putative&endonuclease&domain,&not&much&is&known&about&the&amino&acids&from&250&






The& sequence& motif& PDPD/EPK,& which& is& characteristic& for& type& II& restriction&
endonucleases,289& is& conserved& in&LASV&NL1.& In&LASV&NL1& these& respective& residues&
are&Pro88,&Asp89,&Glu102&and&probably&either&Lys115&or&Lys122.&Sequence&analysis&
further&revealed&that&this&amino&acid&motif&is&conserved&throughout&NL1&domains&of&
















and& with& LACV& NL1256& (Figure& 3.13& B),& which& are& representative& members& of& the&



















directionality& (Figure& 3.10)& in& all& the& viral& endonuclease& structures& presented& in&
Figure&3.13,&whereby& influenza&virus&PAN&contains&an&additional& short& fifth&βPstrand&
(down)& and& an& additional& short& helix& near& its& NPterminus.& The& RMSD& for& the&








The& crystal& structure& of& the& LASV& NL1& revealed& the& presence& of& two& metal& ions&
adjacent& to& each& other.& As& described& in& section& 3.3.6,& the& amino& acids,& which& are&
directly& coordinating& the& metal& ions,& are& Asp89,& Glu102& and& Cys103.& Waters&
surrounding&the&metal&ions&are&further&coordinated&by&Glu51,&Pro88,&Lys115,&Asp119&








endonucleases.& Type& II& restriction& endonuclease& form& a& large& group& of& enzymes,&
which& are& involved& in& DNA& processing.291& Most& of& these& enzymes& are& Mg2+P
dependent& and& homodimeric.& In& contrast& to& type& I& restriction& endonucleases,& they&
recognise& specific& palindromic& DNA& sequences& and& cut& the& nucleic& acid& at& defined&








been& discovered& in& the& orthomyxoP,& bunyaP& and& arenaviruses& are& thought& to&
hydrolyse& RNA& at& distinct& positions& to& snatch& the& m7GTPPcap& and& generate& short&
cappedP5’PRNA& sequences,& which& can& then& prime& the& transcription& of& their& viral&
RNA.294,295,281&&
&&
Albeit& the& fact& that& the&PDP(D/E)PK&motif& is&highly&conserved& in& the&catalytic& site&of&
endonucleases,& the& amino& acid& sequences& of& the& enzymes& are& usually& not.&
Structurally,&however,&they&have&a&conserved&βPsheet&core,&which&generally&consists&









&A& widely& accepted& mechanism& for& the& nucleic& acid& hydrolysis& of& RNA& is& the& twoP
metalPion&mechanism,&which&was&proposed&by&Steitz&and&Steitz&in&1993.296&Thomas&A.&
Steitz,&who&for&his&work&on&ribosomes&received&the&Nobel&Prize&in&Chemistry&in&2009,&




phosphoryl& transferases& and&other& ribozymes& that& are&metal& dependent.& Since& the&
mechanism&does&not&require&a&negatively&charged&amino&acid&side&chain&to&attack&the&
scissile& phosphodiester& bond& directly& it& is& extremely& efficient& at& neutral& pH.& The&
amino& acids& of& the& PDP(D/E)PK&motif& are& however& required& to& coordinate& the& two&
metal&ions&correctly.&
&
For& the&reaction&to&take&place,& the&two&metal& ions&should&be&~4&Å&apart& from&each&
other.297&Typically,& the&carboxylate&of& the& first&aspartic&acid& in& the&PDP(D/E)PK&motif&
coordinates&both&metal& ions& to&ensure& that& the&distance& requirement&between& the&
two&metal& ions& is&met.& In& the& first& step& of& this& reaction,& the&metal& ion& at& site& A& is&
thought&to&coordinate&an&acidic&side&chain&carboxyl&group&to&generate&a&carboxylate.&




oxyanionPleaving& group.& The& bond& between& the& 3’& oxyanion& and& the& phosphorous&
breaks&under&inversion&of&configuration&and&produces&a&3’OP&and&a&5’PO4&nucleic&acid&
fragment.298& In&a& last&step,& the&oxyanionPleaving&group& is&protonated&by&a&Brønsted&
acid.&
&
As& this& is& a& generalised&mechanism,& the& reaction& steps& in& different& enzymes& vary.&







In&LASV&NL1& the&carboxylate&of&Asp89&coordinates&both&metal& ions.&The&metal& ions&
are&3.8&Å&apart&as&measured&by&Pymol.& It& is&not&clear&which&amino&acid&acts&as& the&
base& to& generate& the&nucleophilic&hydroxide& ion.& The& lysines& Lys115&and& Lys122&as&
well&as&the&aspartic&acid&Asp119&are&>4&Å&distant&to&any&metal&coordinated&water&and&
therefore& seem& unlikely& to& act& as& this& base,& unless& a& conformational& change& is&
triggered& upon& substrate& binding& that& reduces& the& distance& between& lysine& and&
water.&The&carboxylate&of&Glu102,&however,&is&liganded&to&the&metal&ion&at&site&A&and&










depicted& in&orange.&The&water& (shaded& in&blue)& left&of&metal& ion&B& is& likely& to&protonate& the& leaving&





a& conformational& change& to& get& closer& to& the& leaving& group.& Precedence& for& a&








The& catalytic& site& of& LASV&NL1& (teal)& is& superimposed&with& that& of& LACV&NL1& in& its& substrate& bound&









(Lys94& in& LACV).& Instead& LASV&NL1&has& a& lysine&on& the& fifth&αPhelix& (Lys115),&which&
points&to&the&same&position&in&the&active&site&as&Lys94&from&LACV&NL1&(Figure&3.15).&
The& lysine& residues& Lys122& in& LASV& and& Lys108& in& LACV& occur& at& a& near& identical&
position&on& the& fifth&αPhelix.& In& the& substratePbound&structure&of& LACV&NL1&neither&
Lys94& nor& Lys108& underwent& a& conformational& change.& Lys94,& however,& interacts&
with&water,&which& is&coordinated&by& the&metal& ion&at&site&A.&This& is&not& the&case& in&
either& LASV& NL1& or& influenza& PAN& (PDB:& 2W69).294& Like& LASV& NL1& the& structure& of&
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highly& conserved& among& viral& endonucleases& and& superimposes& well& with& for&
example&Lys108&in&LACV&NL1&and&Lys137&in&influenza&PAN.&As&previously&mentioned,&
amino&acid&Glu102&in&LASV&NL1&coordinates&the&metal&ion&at&site&A.&Interestingly,&the&
electron&density& for& the&side&chain&of&Glu102&showed&an&alternate& rotamer.& In&one&
state& the& oxygens& of& the& carboxyl& group& only& interacted& with& water& molecules,&
whereas&in&the&other&state&one&of&the&two&carboxyl&oxygens&interacted&directly&with&




it& not& only& seems& to& be& the& amino& acid& that& generates& the& nucleophile& but& also&
spatially&fixates&the&position&of&the&metal&ion,&which&is&critical&towards&the&formation&
of& the& pentacovalent& phosphorus& intermediate.& One& can& speculate& that& Glu102&
performs& the&switch& in& its& conformation& to& loosen& the&position&of& the&metal& ion&so&
















inconclusive& when& only& the& crystal& structures& are& analysed.& On& the& road& to&
crystallisation,& proteins& are& outside& their& physiological& environment& and& are& kept&
soluble&in&buffers&often&containing&salts,&EDTA&or&reducing&agents.&During&purification&
the& great& majority& of& proteins& gets& purified& as& recombinant& proteins& carrying&
polyhistidine& tags.& These& tags& can& bind& to& an& immobilised& metal& affinity&
chromatography& column,& which& is& commonly& charged& with& either& nickel& or& cobalt&
ions.& It& is& therefore& possible& that& proteins& pick& up& other& metal& ions& during& these&
processes,&which&might& then& replace& the& natural&metal& ions.& Especially& concerning&
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are& the& unphysiological& conditions& that& are& encountered& during& crystallisation,& as&




virus& PAN& (PDB& code:& 2W69)& and& LACV& NL1& (PDB& codes:& 2XI5& and& 2XI7)& were&
reinvestigated&with&the&CheckMyMetal&software.&The&results&showed&that&the&crystal&
structure& of& LASV& rather& contains& a& sodium& instead& of& a& magnesium& ion& at& metal&
binding&site&A&and&influenza&PAN&probably&contains&either&a&cobalt&or&a&copper&ion&at&




difficult& to& analyse& and& to& refine& due& to& the& extra& density& found& for&waters,& small&
molecules&or& counterions&and& that& the&CheckMyMetal& software&does&not& take& into&
account&the&observed&electron&density&when&examining&the&metal&ions.&Perhaps,&the&
twoPmetal& dependent&endonucleases& are&not& even& very& specific& in& the& selection&of&
certain&types&of&divalent&metal&ions&as&long&as&the&distance&between&the&metal&ions&

























pocket& for& RNA& cleavage& as& has& been& demonstrated& for& the& endonuclease& EcoRV&
from&E.1coli.&A&superimposition&of&the&active&sites&of&LASV&NL1&and&EcoRV&is&depicted&
in&Figure&3.18.302&Arg106,&and&Arg144&of&LASV&NL1&may&be&involved&in&binding&a&short&
piece& of& 5’PRNA& (Figure& 3.18& B),& which& extends& into& the& yet& unknown& capPbinding&
part&of&LASV.&A&further&pocket&with&positive&charge&is&created&by&residues&Arg21&and&
Arg24& at& the& NPterminal& part& of& LASV& NL1.& These& residues,& however,& are& not& well&
conserved&in&other&arenaviruses,&but&may&be&involved&in&binding&the&3’PRNA&end&prior&
to& enzymatic& cleavage.& In& EcoRV,& contact& between& the& nucleotide& chain& and& the&
endonuclease&is&minimal&and&interaction&only&occurs&immediately&next&to&the&metal&
binding& site& (Figure& 3.18& B).& The& structural& alignment& of&EcoRV& and& LASV&NL1&was&
based& on& residues&Glu51,& Pro88,& Asp89,&Glu102& and& C103& from& LASV&NL1& and& the&


























The& putative& cap& snatching& endonuclease& of& LASV& was& solved& by& XPray&
crystallography.& The& highPresolution& data& revealed& metal& binding& sites& within& the&
active&site&at&which&RNA&cleavage&takes&place&and&suggests&a&twoPmetal&dependent&
mechanism& for& phosphodiester& bond& hydrolysis.& As& we& did& not& manage& to& coP




The& residues,& which& are& coordinating& the& metal& ions& or& a& likely& involved& in& the&
catalytic&function&of&the&LASV&NL1,&were&identified&and&compared&to&those&of&other&





Since& the& crystal& structure& of& LASV&NL1& showed& an&Mg2+& ion& and& a& Na+& ion& in& the&
active& site,&we& cannot& deduce& from& the& crystal& structure& alone&whether& there& is& a&
preference& for& certain&metal& ions,& especially&when& considering& the& unphysiological&
conditions&under&which&the&protein&was&crystallised&(high&pH&and&high&concentration&




magnesium& ions& are& the& required& for& the& virus’& endonuclease& activity.& We& also&
speculate& that& the& phosphorus& intermediate& in1 vivo& is& rather& coordinated& by& a&
divalent&metal&ion&at&site&A&and&not&by&sodium.&A&structure&of&LASV&NL1&with&bound&








to& replicate& or& transcribe& their& genomes,& the& high& structural& agreement& between&
different& endonucleases& may& not& be& surprising.& Therefore& the& study& of& viral&
endonucleases&may&lead&to&the&development&of&new&antivirals,&which&have&potential&
for& broad& application.& The& prospect& of& broad& protection& has& already& been&






































mutants& of& Lys44,& Glu51,& Pro88,& Asp89,& Glu102,& Lys115,& Asp119& and& Lys122&were&
generated,& purified& and& tested& for& in1 vitro& RNA& cleavage& activity.& The& RNA& in& this&
experiment&was&singlePstranded&and&contained&16&nucleotides.&The&5’&end&of&the&RNA&
fragment&contained&a&6Pcarboxyfluorescein&label&to&monitor&RNA&cleavage&on&an&8&M&












A& new& construct&was& designed& to& resemble& the& size& of& crystallised& LASV&NL1.& This&
construct& comprised& the& first& 173& amino& acids& and& was& cloned& into& a& pEHISTEV&




























Scientific)&at&37°C& to&digest& the&parental&dam&methylated&plasmid.&Without& further&
purification,& mutant& plasmids& were& transformed& into& TAM1& competent& cells& as&






In& contrast& to& the& expression& of& LASV&NL1190,& NL1173& and& the&NL1173Pmutants&were&
expressed&in&2&x&400&ml&autoPinduction&medium&in&2&L&flasks&at&20°C,&250&RPM&and&an&
incubation& time& of& 48& hours& in& the& presence& of& kanamycin& (25& µg& mlP1)& and&
chloramphenicol& (34& μg& mlP1)& antibiotics.& The& protocol& for& the& autoPinduction&
medium& is& described& in& Appendix& 2PF.& Expression& was& carried& out& at& 20°C& for& 48&
hours.&Extraction&and&purification&of& the&NL1173&wild& type&and& its&mutants& followed&





A& singlePstranded& 16Pbase& RNA& fragment& was& designed& with& a& fluorescent& 6P
carboxyfluorescein&label&(FAMPlabel)&on&its&5’Pend&and&synthesised&and&HPLC&purified&
by&Eurogentec&(Eurogentec,&Belgium)&(Figure&4.2).&The&RNA&nucleotide&sequence&in&5’&
to& 3’& direction& is& 6FFAMPGGGAGAGAGAGAGAGA.& Uracils& and& cytosines& were& not&










Initial& analysis& of& the& FAMPRNA& segment& on& a& denaturing& PAGE& showed& that& the&













Eppendorf& tube& with& 400& µl& RNAsePfree& dH2O& at& 4°C& under& gentle& rotation& and&




M)& was& added& and& vortexed& for& 1& minute,& followed& by& the& addition& RNAsePfree&
ethanol&(800&µl,&100%)&and&vortexed&again.&The&mix&was&incubated&at&P80°C&for&two&
hours.& After& that,& the& mix& was& centrifuged& at& 13,000& x& g,& 4°C& for& one& hour.& The&
supernatant& was& discarded& and& the& white& pellet& resuspended& in& 70%& ethanol& by&
vortexing&for&30&seconds,&followed&by&centrifugation&at&4°C&for&one&hour.&Again,&the&
supernatant& was& discarded,& the& pellet& dried& using& a& vacuum& centrifuge& and&
resuspended& in&RNAsePfree&dH2O&containing&RNAse& inhibitor& (SUPERaseIn,&Ambion,&
UK)& to&a& final& concentration&of&20&μM.&RNA&concentrations&were&measured&before&






MgCl2& and& EDTA& reaction,& (4)& an& RNA& substrate,& protein& and& MgCl2& reaction& for&




control,& whereby& some& components& were& missing& to& examine& their& effect.& The&
reaction&buffer& in& all& experiments& consisted&of& 20&mM&TrisPHCl& pH7.5,& 0.3&M&NaCl,&
and& 10%& glycerol.& Reactions& were& stopped& by& addition& of& 100& mM& EDTA& pH& 8.0,&
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100%& (v/v)& formamide& (50%& (v/v)& final& concentration)& and& by& heat& deactivation& at&














from& nonPrelevant& endoP& and& exoribonucleases.& Samples& were& taken& from& the&
incubation& mixture& at& given& times& and& reactions& stopped& as& described& previously.&
Immediately&after& the&run,&all&FAMPRNA&gels&were&scanned&at&a&wavelength&of&500&
nm,& which& is& close& to& the& absorption& maximum& of& fluorescein,& using& a& Typhoon&
scanner.&Percentages&in&the&evaluation&were&derived&from&calculation&of&pixel&density&










and& K122A& variants& overexpressed&well& in& autoPinduction&medium&with& high& yields&
averaging&between&16&mg&per&litre&of&culture&for&K44A&and&61&mg&per&litre&of&culture&



















Purification& of& the& 16Pnucleotide& singlePstranded& FAMPRNA& segment& was& very&
important& in& order& to& obtain& a& single& band& of& undigested& substrate.& An& impure&
substrate&would&make& it& difficult& to& judge&whether& RNA& cleavage& had& successfully&
taken&place&or&not.&Figure&4.5& shows& the&RNA&before&purification.&Substrate& loss& in&













the& presence& of& EDTA& and& protein& (Figure& 4.6& lane& 2)& or& in& the& presence& of& EDTA,&
protein& and&MgCl2& (Figure& 4.6& lane& 3).& The& control& experiment,& in&which& RNA&was&
incubated& in& the& absence& of& protein& and& the& metal& chelator& EDTA& and& also& in&























To& investigate& the& importance& of& residues& located& in& or& near& the& predicted& site& of&
RNA&cleavage,& the&FAMPlabelled&RNA&substrate&was&digested&with&different&alanine&
mutants&of&LASV&NL1173& in&the&presence&of&MgCl2&and&compared&to&that&of&the&wild&
type& protein& (Figure& 4.8).& LASV& NL1& wild& type& and& mutants& K44A,& D89A,& K115A,&
D119A&and&K122A&digested&the&RNA&substrate&completely&within&90&minutes.&E51A&
and&E102A&substitutions&almost&completely&abolished&endonuclease&activity&of&LASV&
NL1.&While& D119A& digests& the& RNA& substrate& fully& after& 90&minutes,& this&mutant’s&
ability& to& cleave& the& RNA& substrate& is& significantly& reduced& within& the& first& 40&
minutes.&Figure&4.8&B&compares& the&activity&of&each&mutant&after&25&minutes& to& its&
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initial& state& at& 0& minutes.& Percentages& were& derived& from& calculation& of& the& pixel&
densities& of& the& substrate& bands& at& given& time& in& ImageJ& and& further& analysis& in&















P88A& did& not& express& is& likely& to& have& structural& causes.& In& proteins,& prolines& are&
frequently&found&at&the&end&of&an&αPhelix,&at&the&edge&of&a&βPstrand&or&within&a&turn.&
Their& conformational& rigidity& is& usually& of& structural& importance& as& their& presence&
induces& stability& to& protein& characteristic& folds.& In& the& LASV& NL1& structure,& Pro88&






Directly& adjacent& to& Pro88& is& Asp89,& likely& the& most& important& residue& for& metal&
binding& as& it& is& the& only& residue& that& coordinates& two& metal& ions& simultaneously.&








by& magnesium& and& calcium& ions,& and& only& to& a& lesser& extent& by& manganese& ions.&
Magnesium&binding&was&not&only&demonstrated&by&the&crystal&structure&of&LASV&NL1,&
but& preference& for& magnesium& over& manganese& was& also& determined& by& an&
endonuclease&assay,&which&evaluated&cleavage&activity& in& the&presence&of&different&
divalent& cations.& Further,& the& absence& of& a& histidine& in& the&metal& binding& site& B& of&
LASV&NL1&might&suggest&that&manganese&is&less&important&for&the&enzyme’s&activity,&
considering&that&histidine&was&found&to&be&a&ligand&of&manganese&but&not&magnesium&
in& several& endonucleases.& For& example,& two& histidine& residues& were& shown& to&
coordinate& a& manganese& ion& in& metal& binding& site& B& in& influenza& PAN& (His41)& and&











the& metal& preference& assay& caused& the& protein& to& precipitate& and& abolished& its&
function&as&an&endonuclease.&Thermoshift&experiments&could&be&used&to&investigate&
the& effect& of& different& metal& ions& on& the& protein’s& stability.& In& this& experiment,&
protein& unfolding& can& be&measured& by& a& fluorescent& dye,&which& binds& to& exposed,&
hydrophobic&amino&acid&that&are&commonly&found& in&unfolded&proteins.& & If&a&metal&




LASV& NL1& and& LCMV& NL1& showing& that& activity& is& reduced& significantly& by& E51A,&
E102A& and& D119A& mutants.& It& is& important& to& note& that& all& alanine& substitution&
experiments&for&LCMV&were&carried&out&in&the&presence&of&Mn2+&and&not&Mg2+.&This&
may& also& explain& the& clear& difference& in& why& D119A& does& not& abolish& the&
endonuclease&activity& in& LASV&NL1& to& the& same&extent,& as&does&D119A& in& LCMV,& in&
particular&when&considering&that&the&activity&of&D119A&of&LASV&NL1&almost&resembles&
that&of&the&wildPtype&protein&after&90&minutes&of&incubation&with&the&RNA&substrate.&










Endonuclease& activity& of& mutants& E51A& and& E102A& in& LCMV& show& a& very& similar&
decrease&when&compared&to&LASV&NL1.281&Unexplained&remains&the&surprisingly&high&

























Collaborators& around& Professor& Yuying& Liang& from& the& University& of& Minnesota&
conducted& a& reporterPbased& in1 vivo& assay& to& investigate& the& affect& of& LASV& NL1&
mutants&on&viral&RNA&transcription.&In&their&analysis,&293T&cells&were&transfected&with&
a& FLAGPtagged& L& polymerase& expression& vector,& which& encoded& wild& type& NL1& or&
alanine&mutants&in&NL1.&Cells&were&further&transfected&with&an&mycPtagged&LASV&NP&
expression& vector& and& an& expression& vector& for& the& glyceraldehyde& 3Pphosphate&
dehydrogenase& (GAPDH)& and& a& Renilla& luciferase& (LUC)Ptagged& LASV& RNA&
minigenome.&GAPDH&was&used&as&a&loading&control&as&it&expresses&in&stable&amounts&






The& control& assay& indicates& that& mutants& have& no& effect& on& NP& or& L& protein&
expression& levels& since& these& remained& stable.& Genome& transciption,& which& was&
measured& by& bioluminescence& of& the& LUC& reporter,& however,& was& severely& down&






the&only&residue&that& is& in&direct&contact&with&both&metal& ions.&Perhaps&the&domain&
structure& is& more& flexible& domain& than& a& fullPlength& polymerase& so& that& another&
residue& can& replace& Asp90& to& sustain& the& coordination& of& the& two& metal& ions.& A&
possible& candidate& for& replacing&Asp89& could&be&Asp66,&which& is& located&on&a& very&











expression& levels& of& L& and& NP& (bottom).& This& figure& was& generated& by& Huang,& et1 al.,& who& were&








From& our& collaborators’& results& in& combination& with& the& results& from& the& in1 vitro&
assay& and& the& characterised& crystal& structure& presented& in& this& study,& we& can&
conclude&that&in&particular&amino&acids&Glu51&and&Glu102&are&essential&for&LASV&NL1&
endonuclease&activity&and&for&viral&genome&transcription.&As&the&in1vivo&experiments&





of& potential& inhibitors& of& the& endonuclease.& Next& experiments& should& also& prove&
whether&the&endonuclease&cleaves&different&types&of&RNA&or&DNA&and&whether&the&
metal&preference&or&mutant&activity&changes&with&different&substrates.&Furthermore,&
difference& in& the& length& of& 5’PRNA& cleavage& products& have& been& detected& among&
endonuclease& from& different& viruses.& To& test& this,& however,& RNA& cleavage&
experiments&should&be&performed&in&the&presence&of&the&capPbinding&protein&of&the&
virus,& as&RNA&cleavage& in& the&absence&of& the& capPbinding&domain& is&believed& to&be&
mostly&nonPspecific.&
&
Findings& by& our& collaborators& together& with& the& in1 vitro& assays& and& the&
characterisation& of& the& crystal& structure& of& LASV& NL1& were& published& in& February&
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PTAMAHISTEV& was& generated& with& insertion& PCR& on& pEPELBHISTEV.&
PTAMACTEVHIS10&and&pTAMACHIS6&in&contrast&were&generated&by&a&“cut&and&paste”&





























30& minutes& at& 37°C& with& the& LBPagar& on& the& bottom& of& the& plate& to& allow& water&
condensation&and&to&prevent&droplets.&Further&incubation&occurred&overnight.&
&
If& plasmids& are& to& be& transformed& into& expression& strains,& which& do& usually& give&
greater&colony&numbers,& less&plasmid&(1P5&μl)&and&less&competent&cells&(90&μl)&were&











TEV&was& purified& on&NiPNTA&with& an& extensive&wash& step& (30&mM& imidazole)& from&
two& different& constructs.& In& both& constructs,& TEV& carried& an& uncleavable&
hexahistidine&tag.&In&the&study&of&LASV&proteins,&TEV&was&expressed&with&an&MBP&tag&
linked& by& a& TEV& cleavage& site& to& TEV& to& improve& its& yield.& In& the& study& of&MOMP,&





















50x&5052&(500&ml,&autoclaved)& & & 125&g&glycerol,&12.5&g&glucose,&50&g&αPlactose&
20x&NPS&(1&L)& & & & & & & & & & 136&g&KH2PO4,&142&g&Na2HPO4,&66&g&(NH4)2SO4&

























50&ml& & & &&&&&& & & & 25&ml&40%&BisPTris&acrylamide,&4.95&ml&10x&TBE,&24.04&g&urea&
10x&TBE& & &&&&&& & & & 108&g&Tris&base.&55&g&boric&acid,&7.5&EDTA&
Polymerisation&was& initiated&with&the&addition&of&250&μl&of&ammonium&persulphate&
(0.025&g&in&250&μl&dH2O)&and&15&μl&TEMED.&
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